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Southern Fried
For a humorous look ai life in
South Carolina, see the reriew of
William Fox's Southern Fried, on
page 9.
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Prosecution Rests
John Enslen, the prosecuting
attorney in the McNeighl-miniskirt case, presents his statement
on page 9.
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Returned To Senate

Mini-Skirt Case

Speaker's Bill
Still Unsigned

Married Coed Convicted
Of Slacks Rule Violation

By LYXX WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The Speaker's Bureau bill has been sent back to
the Senate for the fourth time.
John Dickerson, Student Senate President, said Wednesday
that University President R. C.
Edwards approved of the general context of the bill, but he
felt that it should include a
statement of his veto power
over the Speaker's Bureau.
The Board of Trustees has
directed Edwards to have complete authority of approval for
any speaker coming to the campus.
Dickerson said that Edwards
would hesitate to approve the
bill without a Presidential veto
clause. Without the clause if he
refused University facilities to a
speaker
approved by the
Bureau, he would be acting in
violation of the Bureau's procedures.
The Speaker's Bureau, a subcommittee of the Fine Arts program, will have the power to
approve speakers. Only if
doubt should arise as to the effect on the student body a controversial speaker might have,
will the approval be up to Edwards.
The Fine Arts Committee
would refer suggestions on such
a matter to President Edwards.
The Speakers Bureau bill was
passed in amended form for
the fourth time by the Student
Senate last Monday.
The original bill differs from
the bill passed Monday night
in that only provisions for a
Speakers Bureau are included.
On its fifth passage, if it is
passed again, the bill will be
referred to the President's
Council by Vice President for
Student Affairs Walter T. Cox.
The senate legislation does
not become official until it has
been reviewed by the University officials and signed by Cox.
The administrative procedure is normal routine for senate legislation concerning University policy.
If
enacted, the Speakers
Bureau bill will provide for a
'timely and provocative program of speakers as befits a
university community."
The Speakers Bureau will actually be a sub-committee of
the University Fine Arts Committee headed by Dr. Claud B.
Green. The new sub-committee
will be composed of six mem-

Number 8

By DENNIS BOLT
News Editor
Mrs. Cathy McN'eight was
found guilty on two of three
charges of improper dress Monday night by High Court
The Court has recommended
that Mrs. McN'eight be given
an oral reprimand by the appropriate administration official.
Mrs. McN'eight was found innocent on the charge of wearing
excessively short dresses to
class. The court declared that
there was insufficient evidence
to convict the defendant on this
charge.

bers, three students and three
faculty or staff.
The sub-committee will be responsible for the "approval and
co-ordination of requests by
student organizations to present speakers to the public in
university facilities."
The Bureau is to be budgeted
from the Student Activities fees.
Established as criterion for selecting of speakers is "The students of Clemson University
and the speakers invited by recognized organizations of the
same shall be free to say on
the University campus such
things as may be said by any
citizen of the United States in
any public place under the
guarantees of the Constitution."

She was found guilty of wearing slacks to class without the
request of her professors and
of wearing slacks in the canteen before 7 p.m.

Speakers' appearance on
campus must not be allowed
to interfere with academic functions.
The bill was originally
passed by last year's Student
Senate for the third time after
some recommendations for
amendments had been made
by the Student Affairs Office.

Howard Hangs
This effigy of Coach Frank Howard was discovered by
students on their way to class Wednesday morning. (Photo
by Boyles)

Alabama Tickets Scarce;
Frosh Must Sit On Grass
By JOHN BRADY
Staff Writer
Several hundred freshmen
have been given general admission tickets to the Alabama
game because of the Athletic
Department's underestimation
of the number of students bringing dates to the game, according to an athletic official.
Assistant Athletic Director
Bill McClellan said that demand for tickets to the Alabama game far exceeded 'he
department's expectations,
which were based on previous
experience.
"The probable reasonfof this
is that students were buying extra tickets for people who could
not otherwise get tickets to the
sold outgame,"McClellansaid.
"Demand for tickets to all

Clemson home games has been
substantially higher this year
than in the past, partly because of the nationally ranked
teams appearing in Death Valley. Alabama's past national
ranking seems to be the chief
reason for the early sellout,
which helped influence students
to buy 1500 more tickets than
they did for the Georgia game,"
added McClellan.
By Thursday there were only
enough reserved seat tickets left
to seat all freshmen if sale of
date tickets had been discontinued. The feeling in the Athletic Department was thatfreshmen would be more displeased
by not being allowed to bring
dates than by having to sit on
the grass.
An attempt will be made to

furnish bleachers for the 2500
holders of general admission
tickets.
According to Dean Walter T.
Cox. students pay an Activities
and Maintenance Fee. of which
the Athletic Department gets
$60,000.
Each student, for slightly less
than S10, is given a reserved
seat at each home football game
and the option to buy a guest
ticket plus admittance to all
home athletic events except the
spring game.
Dean Cox also stated that the
bulk of the Athletic Department's 5500,000 budget comes
from the sale of tickets, conference tv, radio and bowl
shares, and IPTAY.

The decisions of the court
are advisory and must be approved by Vice-President for
Student Affairs Walter T. Cox.
Nearly 200 people jammed
the 8th level of the Student Center as Mrs. McN'eight went to
court. During the two and one
half hour trial, the crowd became noisy and restless. Two
people had to be escorted from
the corridor when they became
too loud or obscene.
Mrs. McNeight is the firstwoman married student ever to be
tried by a Clemson student
courtTim Rogers. Mrs. McN'eight's
defense attorney, announced in
a press conference after the trial
that the case will be appealed.
Mrs. McN'eight's request for
an open trial was denied by the
court. Attorney General Gordon Edgin said that the court
had the authority to determine
its own procedures and had decided to keep the court closed
as it had been in the past
Rogers said that the McNeights will not take their case
to the American Civil Liberties
Union until all student judicial
institutions have been exhausted.
Rogers expressed dissatisfaction with the court's ruling.
Mrs. McNeight stated that she
had never seen more enthusiasm by the Clemson student body than she had seen
the night of her triaL
Attorney General Edgin said
that tapes were made of the
trial by the High Court and

that they will not bemadeavailable to either the press or the
administration. The tapes of the
trial will be used to aid the members of the Appeals Court when
the case reaches them.
Part of the McNeight defense
was based on "certain extenuating circumstances," Rogers
commented.
Mrs. McN'eight and her husband live off campus and ride
a motorcycle to classes. She
said in a press conference that
she found it very cold at 8 a.
m. riding on a motorcycle and
that she wears slacks because
of the natural demands of a
motorcycle. "It would hardly
be feasible to wear long skirts
or dresses on a bike," she said.
"I must handle messy and
cloth-damaging materials in
my architecture classes, and
that is another reason I wear
slacks," she continued.
The court's statement reads
in part "It is the opinion of the
High Court that when an individual registers as a student
at Clemson University, he is
also, in effect, registering his
agreement to abide by and respect the rules and regulations
that have been set forth by and
for the students of the University.
"Although the individual
may not approve of the regulations, it is necessary that he
observe them. Just because one
does not approve of such regulations, violating them will in
no way remove them.
"While it is felt that conformity with the accepted standards
and regulations of the University is necessary. The Court in
no way means to dictate that
conformity is the only way.
Obviously that would be taking
away from the purpose of a university and would essentially be
robbing the character of individual and stifling individual
initiative.
"Although the defendant was
expressing her free will when the
rules were violated, it seems that
it is necessary that she abide
by the rules set forth, although
they might not be to her liking."
In a statement released to
The Tiger this week, John E.
Enslen, chief prosecuting attorney, said. "I have yet to form
within my own mind a complete conviction, and further
soul searching would be necessary for me to do so."

Welfare Issue

Forensic Society
Debates Income
By MARLAN LANGFORD
Staff Writer
"Education of those receiving welfare is the most important factor in our growing
economy."
This was a point agreed upon
by both the affirmative and the
negative sides of a debate presented by the Calhoun Forensic Society, Tuesday night, before a meeting of the Econ Club.
The topic of the debate was
"Should We Have a Guaranteed
Minimum Income?"
Speakers John Brock and
Harry Burchstead raised three
major points for the affirmative: (1) those now receiving
aid are immobilized; (2) the
present system violates individual rights; and (3) it is wasteful of resources.
In supporting these statements they contended that
under present laws a family
may not receive aid from the
state government unless the
members of the family are residents of that state, which sometimes requires from one to two
years residency.

Neic Construction

<

HIGH YIELD PER ACRE—Things seem to grow
well on Clemson University's East Campus as evidenced by the number of new structures rising
against the skyline. This panorama of progress
shows work advancing on three major buildings
needed to meet the demands of a student body expected to reach 10,000 by 1975. In the right background, a crane pieces together the steel skeleton

of a second high-rise residence hall whose twin (center), was opened in August Acafeteria (leftcenterj,
designed to dine 2,000 students daily, sports
white, pre-case concrete slabs as a distinctive feature of its facade. Adding to the growth in this
area is work on a new student health center (foreground). The projects represent S3.7 million in
new construction.

Moving from one state to another in search of a job would
assure the loss of welfare checks
for perhaps two years if the
head of the family did not End
a job.
Mr. Brock also cited an instance in which a socialworker
visited a home at midnight to
be sure there was no male adult
living there, which would be a
violation of terms on which the
family receives government
aid.
It was then pointed out that
each state has control overwel-

Mrs. McNeight said in the trial
that "the very construction of
a motorcycle dictates that one
straddle the seat for safety's
sake, and this can't be done
discreetly while wearing a
skirt"
Enslen replied that "it appears to the prosecution that
she only worries about her discreetness while on a motorcycle, not while in an extremely short mini-skirt This is inconsistent."
Enslen stated that if "we are
to move forward, then the correct way would be through
legislative
channels
which
would formulate the laws to
envelop the desired system, not
by declaring the rules and regulations which we now have
invalid."
An appeal has been filed in
Mrs. McN'eight's case and if
granted, will be heard by the
Student Appeals Court Members of this court are President of the Student Body Edgar McGee, Attorney General
Gordon Edgin, and President
of the Senate John Dickerson.

"First of all, Mrs. McNeight
has admitted in her statement
that she did wear slacks in the
canteen before 7 p.m., that she
did wear slacks to class, and
that she did wear skirts leaving
to the court the interpretations
of excessively and short," said
Enslen in his statement to the
court
"On trial...is possibly the constitutionality of this law and
perhaps the authority of the administration to enforce it
" And education includes far
more than obtaining factual
knowledge. The morals and
ideals of the institution should
be established within the student
in the duration of his college
career.
If one is not willing to abide
by and obey a reasonable facsimile of the pattern of life previously and explicitly set forth
before entrance, then the choice
of an institution more suitable
to the ideals and desires of said
individual would be of more
benefit to all concerned."
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Cathy Leaving Courtroom

Open Forum
The first Open Forum sponsored by Student
Government will be held on Oct. 16 in room 101
of the physics building.
This Forum is designed around student participation; student leaders will receive complaints and
suggestions on any phase of Clemson life within
the jurisdiction of Student Government or the
university or administration. Topics might include j
student regulations, parking, major service organizations, and women's regulations.
As the Forum progresses, groups representing
any controversial campus issues could be invited
to air their views and discuss their ideas with interested students.
Dean Cox has expressed the willingness of the
administration to participate in this program.
The first meeting will be to organize the Forum and
I create an interest in it

Tiger Distribution

fare and that one federal govRobert Whitney, Tiger circulation manager, has
ernment agency could take
charge of this program with j announced that all dormitory students should pick
less expenditures for employees
up their Tiger on the hall.
to do paperwork. A guaranteed
Commuting students may receive The Tiger at
nunimum income would release
the offices on the ninth level of the student center
social workers to help rehabilitate the jobless rather than to
after 11:30 p.m. Thursday or on the loggia Friconstantly check the veracity of
day. Dormitory students are asked not to pick up
the applicants for welfare.
Tigers on the loggia. The papers will not be put
The negative side, repreon
the loggia until Friday morning.
sented by Mack Laughton and
Hans Feige, then refuted the
statements of the affirmative
with the contention that the present system is functioning very
well. Since the family on welfare would only be receiving a
The Clemson YMCA lost ap- ular folk group.
"The results, however, were
minimum subsistence, there
proximately S 1,500 on the
would be no extra money to acSept 29 performance of the poor."
Trent said that if the students
count for the expenses of movNew Christy Minstrels.
Buford E. (Butch) Trent, don't participate better, the coning for any distance.
Director of the YMCA, said the certs cannot continue.
"The YMCA will continue to
Mack Laughton put forth the
Y was "trying to provide good
programs and that students look for ways to serve the stubelief that "there must be some
have been complaining of the dents of Clemson. Already we
type of system to insure that
lack of entertainment at Clem- are planning a concert for next
the recipients of welfare are usson. The YMCA, responding year," Trent continued.
ing the money for necessities
The budget for the last conto the complaints, booked the
and not for immoral acts."
New Christy Minstrels, a pop- cert is as follows:

Y Concert Loses Money

Also, the welfare program
must be handled by some government agency, and the figure
presented by the affirmative for
the cost of their program was
not necessarily any less than
the present cost of the welfare
program.
The debate was followed by a
discussion, lead by Mr. H. J.
Wheeler, the head of the Economics Department, in which
the audience either asked questions of the debaters to clarify certain points, or pointed
out what they felt were weak
points in the debate.

Income
Sale of Tickets
Total
Expenditures
Printing:
Posters and Flyers
Tickets
Performance:
New Christy Minstrels
Base Violin Strings
Sound & Lights - Physical Plant
Total Income
Total Expenditures
Balance

32,291.50
S2.291.50

179.14
39.15
83,500.00
20.60
150.00
$3,888.89
82,291.50
3,888.89
-81,591.39
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Sty* ®tg*r
The opinions expressed herein are those of the
individual writer, with the exception of the lead
editorial, which represents the opinion of The
Tiger senior staff and is written by the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated.
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Building Fund Requests
Hopefully, the State Budget and
Control Board will approve the recent requests for funds submitted by
Clemson University.
The University administration requested funds from the Board for a
$46.9 million building program for
Clemson. The proposed program, designed to meet the needs of the 10,000 students expected by 1975, contains a request for a student union
building.
The proposed $3.6 million facility,
which will serve as a center for student and faculty life and activities,
has top priority among the proposed
buildings. It is significant that the
administration realizes the immediate
need for a student center, and at last
President R. C. Edwards may be able
to realize his desire for such a facility.
With the student body rapidly increasing year after year, the members of the State Budget and Control
Board must certainly realize the immediate need for the priority requests
and, hopefully, Clemson may have
its student union as well as the other
facilities within the next two or three
years.
Presently, two of the three largest
state-supported colleges and universities have student unions. The University of South Carolina has the
Russell House and Winthrop College
has the new Dinkins Student Center,
both fully equipped for maximum student-faculty use. Thus, Clemson with
a student body of more than 6,000
must provide such a facility.
Presently, the small student center,
located above the Loggia, offers
cramped space for the Student Affairs staff, the campus publications,
the radio station, a small chapel, a
student government office, a lounge,
and two small meeting rooms. With
more than 100 clubs, societies, and
organizations, only a few have club
rooms. The others have to resort to
the two meeting rooms in the student
center, a few rooms at the YMCA or
classrooms.
The faculty and students at Clemson have no focal point in which to
congregate. They, too, have to resort
to classrooms or the few meeting
rooms. With the need for additional

discussion, conference, and assembly
rooms, and lounges, game and music
rooms, and for increased office space
for the student affairs staff, the student
union building is in top priority not
only with the administration, butwith
the student body.
A Student Union, however, is more
than rooms and office space. It is
the center of campus activity; it is thei
point from which student life radiates;
it is the center in which student-faculty-administrative relationships are
developed in an air of relaxation,
repose, and conference; it is a center
in which different students gather to
work out their problems or to devise
new methods for bettering the university; it is a center in which the intellectual, social, and cultural phases
of the university are recognized; and
last but not least it is a symbol of the
university, for the university is the
students, faculty, and administration
attaining, retaining, and giving out
knowledge of life, and in the Student
Union are found these elements.
The other requests for building include new agriculture, biological
sciences, and forestry buildings, and
a fluid dynamics laboratory with additions to Lee Hall. Other immediate
needs include major renovations of
Tillman, Sikes, Long, Sirrine Halls,
and the college of engineering and
plant and animal sciences buildings.
Other requests for future facilities were
also made.
Clemson has no way to physically
force the State Budget and Control
Board to support the requests of the
president; but the university as a
whole can unite and urge state support for the student union building
funds, for the entire building program.
We agree with the President that if
Clemson University is "to meet the demands made upon us...it will be necessary for additional funds to be provided by the General Assembly."
If the members of the General Assembly are not familiar with Clemson, then, hopefully, they will visit
the campus or ask questions to the
university administration, for we are
quite certain that the administration
is willing to discuss Clemson's future
with any person.

Reactionaries
A Clemson woman married student
has been restricted in dress by the Women Student Regulations.
She has been charged, tried, and
convicted on two counts of improper
dress, though acquitted on one. The
student, Mrs. Cathy W. McNeight,
is an individual interested in only
one thing at Clemson: education. She
is not interested in what other students
think of her; she is not interested in
impressing any person; she is not interested in conformity for the sake of
conformity; she is interested in practicality.
There were reasons for her wearing
certain apparrel such as mini-skirts
and slacks, and they were valid reasons because of her classes and work
in the dining hall. That is not the
point. To some persons Mrs. McNeight may have been attractive in
her min-skirts and slacks; to other
persons she may have not. That is
not the point.
Mrs. McNeight's husband approved
and even purchased the apparel that
she wears. He was not concerned
over her campus appearance except
that her appearance conformed with
civil law. That position is to be respected. Both he and his wife were
concerned over the need for the apparel.
The University administration nor
any majority of students should force
any person to conform to such regulations as dress. That is the point.
Persons, who object to certain dress,
regarded as proper outside the uniiversity, are only reactionaries. They
are reacting against change, against
a style or trend that may be in opposition to their ideas, and they are
reacting against an individual's desire
to live or dress as he or she sees fit.
Reaction is fine and appropriate
in certain instances, such as reaction
against crime, danger or violence,
but reaction that infringes upon personal freedoms is disgraceful. How
unique Clemson is that certain per-

sons think they must protect the standards and moral integrity of the University by restricting women student's
dress.
If Clemson, as a whole, was concerned more with education than such
things as dress or morals, what an
outstanding university it would be.
The women students of Clemson deserve more respect than to be regarded as too immature to regulate
their own dress. The integrity and
morality of the women students are
questioned by such women student's
regulations that restrict dress.
Clemson's double standard for women and men students expresses the
very belief by those in charge that
men and women students have completely different integrities, and that
men are to be trusted more than women. The decision of dress for men
in the classrooms is left to the professors, and men are allowed to move
about campus freely providing they
conform to civil laws. However, women students are under separate
supervision, for they are dictated dress
not only in the classrooms but in
dormitories and on campus.
It is a pity that our women students, in whom we have full confidence and respect, have not already
voiced objections to such rules that
restrict personal freedoms. It is a pity
that the Women's Student Association
under the able leadership of Becky
Ballard with the Student Government
has not already launched a campaign
for personal freedom. We feel that the
WSA and the Student Government
should seriously reconsider the rules,
and regulations for women in this
respect.
We realize that the University has
the authority to establish rules and
regulations to maintain law and order, and that is proper. But we refuse to believe that the University
should dictate morality to our women
students, whether married or unmarried.

Open Column

By Tom, Somebody Cares !
By PETE SNYDER
(Editor's note): Pete Snyder
is a member of The Tiger staff.
As such he may not write letters to the editor, and views expressed herein are his own and
do not necessarily reflect on
opinions of The Tiger, student
body or administration.
Rumor has it that the Clemson Tiger has ceased "roaring
for Clemson University."
When did it ever? When did
it coddle the student into a
lethargic state of "happiness?"
This university is growing
like mad. A $50 million building program is underway at
the present time. Faculty is on
the uprise. The administration
is undoubtedly overworked.
Student body volume will soon
double, yet it is the most.apa-

thetic of the three major groups
of influence on campus.
How does the influence of
students rank next to that of the
faculty or administration? The
students of a university should
have an active interest in the
makings of the total institution.
But what more do we do here
than go to class and play
games?
We learn ways to do things
and are told of the many things
that need to be done—and we
know how right all of these
things are. But when, or where,
do we ever have a chance to
express some of our own
thoughts, values, or plans?
Every time we try to say
something of value, what form
does it usually take? It usually

takes the form of hot air, winding its way in the breeze, right
past the ears of those to whom
it could mean something.
The common judgement is
that the student is here for only
four years and can't possibly
do much good in that time.
True, we are not professionals,
not even when we get out of
here. But we are amateurs. And
amateurs have a definitely positive chance of getting things
done, and done well, with a
high degree of interest, spontanaiety, and liveliness.
Tell me why this place is so
often labeled as a dead place.
No, never mind, I'll tell. It's
because the only tests we get

around here are in the artificial
world of the classroom.
"Well, we've got enough work
already," says every student.
And this is true, too. No doubt
about it. This is built right into
the scheme of things. But the
scheme is wrong!
The whole enterprise is built
on the notion that students
aren't responsible or even capable of carrying anything past
initial conception. And everybody believes it Bull.
Or maybe it isn't bull. Maybe students are just a bunch of
children incapable of more than
games. I like to play games.
Maybe we should just go along
with that idea, because we don't
know any better. Maybe we
should not take any chances

"^$te maketh us to sit down in green end zones ..."
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Rat System Follows Pattern;
Receives Praises And Criticism
Central Spirit
Committee
Dear Editor:
As a committee and as individuals, we stand up for the Rat
System at Clemson. We each
canfe to Clemson for a different
reason, but now, we unashamedly say, in unison, we
love Clemson.
Quite possibly, the Rat System has its faults, but most certainly it has its attributes. We
are proud of Clemson and its
Rat System and we are all
proud to be the result of this
system, Clemson ladies and
gentlemen.
Marion Aldridge, Chairman,
Central Spirit Committee; Danny Malphrus, Chief Rat master;
Greg Jones, freshman class
president; Danny Hunt, Sophomore class president; Jamie
Roets, head cheerleader; Ernie
Commins, IFC; Don Alexander, Student Senate; John
Miller,
Tiger Band commander; Bill Bonekat, WSBF;
Helen Bunch and Darra Williamson, female appointees;
Earl Cohen and Bo Chinners,
male appointees; and Robin
Watson, Nina Dulin and Jeff
Lapin, ex-officio.

Spirit Is
Valueless
Dear Editor:
The Tiger, has, since the beginning of the semester, printed
a considerable amount of material concerning the Rat System. This material has ranged
from constructive, worthwhile
comments to unthinking, emotional expressions. However,
none of this material, either as
single items or as a whole, has
presented a comprehensive
analysis and evaluation of this
system.
The Rat System is the subordination of the individual
(freshman) for the purpose of
instilling in him school spirit
and respectfor school tradition,
and helping him adjust to college life. As for instilling school
spirit and respect for tradition,
there can be little doubt as to
its effectiveness, although there
has been some doubt as to
whether it is the best means to
accomplish these ends.

But school spirit and school
tradition _are of no real value
to the individual, either for the
present or for the future, especially when compared to the
education he has come here to
acquire. School spirit and tradition will not help him study
and make passing grades.
They will not help him to find
and hold a job, and then to advance. These achievements will
depend on his college record,
the rating of the university,
and his own initiative.
School spirit and tradition
fill no voids in the individual.
They only hinder or prevent
his filling these voids himself,
and sometimes create new ones.
The prime example of this
would be the destruction of his
self identity, or developing identity, as an individual and the
substitution of an identity with
the mass or "gang".
For these reasons and the fact
that there are better ways for
the individual to be oriented,
school spirit and tradition are
of no value in helping the freshman adjust to college life. They
do nothing of value for him that
he cannot do himself—if he
wanted to.
The fact that in some cases
and in some ways it makes
things easier does not justify
the subordination of those who
do not need such a crutch.
I will point out, also, that
tradition for the sake of tradition is of no value whatsoever.
There are those who will use
the argument that the Rat System must exist because the majority wants it. There are two
things wrong with this. Clemson is not a private club where
you either accept the rules the
majority imposes on you or get
out It is an educational institution supported by the taxpayers of this state as such an
institution, and when a resident
of this state decides to attend
Clemson, he has every right to
do so without having to put up
with the nonsense which is the
rat system.
In stating the second fallacy,
I will put it in the form of a
question. Does a society have
the right to subordinate the will
of the individual to its will?
My answer is no. And when they
realize that this is the moral
principle upon which communism and socialism rest and

The increase in prospective
which is wrong in itself, most
of the students at Clemson will students not only represents
money to help in the growth
say no also—I hope.
of Clemson, but also provides a
There is still one more point wider range form which the unito be considered, and that is the versity may choose students.
effect of the Rat System upon All of these would improve the
Clemson's growth and stand- standing of the university, and
ing as a university, a point least anyone forget, let me rethat has been mentioned be- mind him that this increases
fore and ignored. As long as his chances of getting a job.
the rat system remains, it will
continue to turn away, not only
As for discipline, there are
intellectuals, but also many many universities that have no
other prospective students. equivalent for the Rat System,
These intellectuals would im- and they are getting along just
prove the intellectual atmos- fine.
phere and thus attract better
(Continued on page 3)
professors.

and do something in which we
could be sure of ourselves—like
maybe start a litter program.
That's really good and there's
no question about its value.
Questions bother people. If
you ever have any doubts
about anyone, as to motivation, just label him as bad and
don't listen to him. (This is all
so elementary.)
If you want a pat on the back,
go see Taps. If you want to
be entertained, go for the
Chronicle, but you might be
challenged a little. And if you
want to get something done,
read and write in The Tiger.
The form of government
called the university has lasted
for seven hundred years. The
strongest and most able universities have had active participation in all three groups of
influence. When one group falters, the whole university suffers.
No one group has as its duty
the continual praise of the other
two. History proves that best
work has been done when a
government is 1) building or
organizing, and 2 ) under some
type of pressure.
This pressure has to come
somehow from the outside or
from within. If it is non-existent,
there will be no initiative to
think and perform above the degree of mediocrity.
The Tiger is the voice of the
student. The people on the staff
undoubtedly do more thinking
than any other organized
group on campus. That's thenjob. But much of what they
seem to get is harassment from
a generally disorganized, unthinking, and uncaring student
body.
True, there has been some
name-calling this year. But interest is hard to raise unless
there is a symbol with which the
non-involved can identify.
Name calling is not good and
The Tiger is learning this the
hard way. (Individuals mistakes are often urged by a mistaken system.) But it is the job of
the newspaper to relate issues
in a most communicative way.
And the best way to get somebody's attention is to hit 'em
over the head.
The student body as a whole
is never going to listen, much
less move — except on panty
raids. But there are certain individuals who will move. And
all anybody ever needs is a
little prodding and a little help.
The Tiger helps with its thinking, and its thinking is often
formed in hopes of prodding
not only its own students, but
the administration and faculty. It is a device of internal
pressure, by Tom!
The Tiger has obviously got
a mind inclined toward the future, not the nostalgic past It
has never been progressive
when coddling the stricken
minds of students or any others.
If it ever does concede to gratifying the "needs" of the most
illiterate, apathetic souls on
campus and beyond, it will
most certainly die a slow and
cowardly death.
Then, and only then, will every fine and dandy group on
campus and beyond be praised
for their most humane and ever
so pleasant and helpful activities. Never will any one be
criticized for their dastardly
lack of humanity. And all will
be pleasant and nice and pretty
and sweet and easy and numb,
dumb, humdrum boredom.

CDA And Jack The Giant Killer
Come Under Hashberger's Scrutiny
Dear Editor:
"I say, if you don't like the
Association why don't you go
to Duke." This quote was taken
from the Open Column in last
week's Tiger. What type of
Clemson Gentleman would tell
another to go to Duke or any
place else? I came to Clemson,
like most students, primarily to
get an education, not for entertainment; however, I would like
to match Clemson's standards.
It appears that the writer of

the Open Column has the opinion that the image of the CDA
can be measured by the number of people who attend
dances. I feel that dance attendance is relative only to
those students who can get
dates. The crowds then would
not be a measure of CDA popularity.
The Giant Killer then said,
"In short, the Jefferson Airplane or any of your other surf-
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board groups will wipe-out
when hanging ten at CU." I
do not know if the writer is too
involved in soul music to give
any other type of music a
chance, or if he only made a
mistake in classification. I do
know the Jefferson Airplane is
a psychedelic group, not a surfboard group, therefore it would
be impossible for them to "wipeout" at Clemson.
In the Letters to the Editor
a letter called "Slander" seemed
to be only slander itself. In the
writer's comic relief section
about The Doors singing
"Baby, Light My Fire," he hit
directly on what we have been
saying. Clemson needs a variety of music.
By variety I don't mean nine
different soul groups singing
nine versions of "Amen" either.
I want a mixture of groups at
Clemson — soul, psychedelic,:
rock, and others.
In conclusion, I would like
to ask what the CDA expected
Marvin Gaye to say about
them? Anyone hoping for a return engagement would praise
the group in charge of bringing
them to Clemson or any other
school.
I would like to thank The
Tiger for presenting both sides
of this issue and congratulate
it for being able to withstand
the cutting, uncalled for blows
that have been directed at it.
Ray Melcurtis Hershberger
Class of '70
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Winthrop Coeds
Castigate Erter
Dear Editor:
As avid readers of The Tiger
—as supporters of- most of its
editorial opinion—and as students attending a state-supported institution, who are advocates of replacing inane- traditions with educational progress, we would like to express
our views on the Open Column by Jack Erter that appeared in the October 6 issue
entitled "Jack The GiantKiller."

CDA
Item 1. Mr. Erter seemed to
show great consternation over
• The Tiger editorials concerning
The Central Dance Association.
We admit that Mr. Erter's comments were indeed "cute, "but he
did not seem to hit on the point
in question.
While reading The Tiger, we
don't believe we have read any
direct condemnation of "soul"
music. We don't believe that we
have read any article that denied that the majority of Clemson students liked soul music.
We have understood the con-,
troversy to be over the lack of
variety in music offered by
CDA. Mr. Erter and his cohorts fail to acknowledge the
fact that while most students do
like "soul", their scope is not
usually limited to one type of
music.
There were nine bands engaged for the Rat Hop. Would
it be entirely inconceivable for
CDA to have featured at least
one "non-soul" performer?
Mr. Erter also intimates that
if a student does not like "soul,"
he should transfer to an institution that offers another type
of music. This, as suggested by
Chuck Whitney in his column
"Uniform Dress Code Proposed", is a standard comeback against any student who
desires a change in the "system. " It is a stupid and irrelevant comeback from someone
who lacks the ability to give an
intelligent reason for advocating stagnation.

NSA
Item 2. Mr. Erter condemned
former Clemson Student Government leaders Danny
Speights and John Matthew for
joining the National Student
Association. He pictured NSA
as merely an organization that
holds a convention in order that
students might get their kicks
from stoning each other. He
failed to give concrete evidence
to back up his displeasure with
NSA.
Mr. Erter also lauded the fact
that student body president Edgar McGee warned the students
of the radicalism that has been
associated with NSA. If Mr.
McGee was so very concerned
about this radicalism, why did
he vote for Clemson to join the
organization.
In the April 7, 1967 issue of
The Tiger, Mr. McGee admitted
that he had voted for the move
because of its reference library.
If Mr. McGee was fearful that
NSA would harm the univer-

Journalism
Mr. Erter said that "good
journalism is not by definition
controversial." Granted, a
straight news story is not. However, by nature editorial material is supposed to be controversial. It is opinion and
is supposed to mold opinion.
If editorials were only echoes
of what the majority wanted
to hear then they would have
no purpose at all! As for getting both sides of the argument—if The Tiger didn't present both sides, then Mr. Erter's
column would not have appeared in the paper!
Mr. Erter stated — "Perhaps
after reading these reflections
on things both past and present that are ever occupying the
thoughts in my mind, there
are those of you who will denounce my views and hurl
stones at my name."
Yes, we denounce Mr. Erter's
views on the grounds that he
did not back them up, that he
knew little of what he was attacking and that he is too
drenched in tradition to ever
try to move forward. We hurl
stones at his name because it is
his type of thinking that will
prevent the educational system
of South Carolina from progressing to its full potential.
Janie Polkinhorn
Ann Landrum
Margaret Chapman
Winthrop College

Shirts
Slacks

The CDA image could be at
an alltime low and still have
attracted, i.e. reeled in, large
crowds. Freshmen are offered
block tickets at the beginning
of the semester. I feel sure that
a large proportion of freshmen
are taken in by this tactic. Then
they are stuck with tickets to
all of the dances whether they
want to see that particular
group or not—and few people
waste dance tickets here—mainly because there's nothing else
to do on a dance weekend.

Gallery To Show
Stone Sculptures
An exhibition of 150 monolithic stone sculptures, Guerrero Stones, will open at Rudolph Lee
Gallery in the School of Architecture on October
14 and continue through October 31.
This relatively unknown funereal sculpture is a
selection from the Luis de Hoyos Collection of
Monticello, New York—the largest collection in the
United States.
The stone sculpture is from the State of Guerrero
in Mexico. A large detailed map showing the
areas within the state where the objects have been
found is included in the exhibition along with the
text, "Guerrero Lithic Tradition", by Carlo T. E.
Gay.
Dr. Gay, a specialist on Mexican art, says that,
until recently, "little research of consequence has
been conducted as to the origin and the possible
connection of Guerrero sculpture with other similar
traditions elsewhere in Mexico." The dating of this
sculpture is difficult to pinpoint beyond being Preclassic (before 100 B. C).

I have been unfortunate
enough to have had dealings
with the CDA staff in the past,
and have found their senior
staff to be the slackest group
of people that I have ever had
to deal with. The CDA refuses
to attempt to book groups far
enough in advance. Having
served on the Fine Arts Committee, I realize some of the
problems involved in booking
artists for dances or concerts.
Most of the problems could be
eliminated if the CDA started'
booking groups at least 9
months in advance.
Also, the Jefferson Airplane
is not a surfboard group, although they are a non-soul
group, which is obviously Mr.
Erter's criteria for a surfboard
group. Speaking of hanging
ten, how about adding a few
CDA members to the group?
Chuck Whitney advocated
joining NSA for their reference
library, and stated that if we
did not agree with their stand

SPECIALS EVERY WEEK
ORDERS TO GO
Seneca, S. C.
N. First St.

Mr. Erter's closing remarks
hardly deserve comment. They
remind me of an old-fashioned
revivalist pleading for money.
Keep those cards and letters
coming in, folks. I have heard
Mr. Erter's tired argument of
Why Don't You Go Somewhere
Else too many times. It is un-

Rat Letter

Classified Ads
To place a classified ad,
phone TIGER office, Ext. 274,
or slop in at the office from
5-7 Mon. or Tues.
Rtes are $.15/line (25 letters/line), minimum of 3 tines.
$.10 extra/line for bold print
1st line.
No advertiser may cite alcoholic beverages or tobacco.
Make your own tape music
recordings, save record* costs,
take tape cartridge notes in
class—with Norelco, channel
master, V.M. or GE tape re-

corders. Special prices to students. Skelton's Home & Auto,
114 College Ave.
Goodyear Wide Tread Tires,
Wide Boots "Seconds", only
$29.88 plus $2.31 fed. excise
tax. Also good used tires and
retreads most sizes. Skelton's
Home & Auto, 114 College
Avenue.
For Sale: 1962 VW, $695. Call
654-3200.

Headquarters For
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Downtown Anderson
&
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Watson Village Shopping Center
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JUDGE KELLER'S
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Item: The Tiger receives over
half of its revenue from advertising, which is sold by The
Tiger staff itself.

I will only say that if the
fortunate that this epitome of
faulty reasoning should be re- groups that the CDA has prepeated by the editor of Taps. sented have been an indication
of what is to come, then the ketI have noted the no refund tle is calling the pot black.
And finally, since the CDA
clause on my Taps receipt, and
I chalk up the seven dollars to has no motto, might I suggest
one? I think the following to be
experience.
I also noted two other letters appropriate: Music for the frats,
in the past week's Tiger which of the frats, and by the frats.
John Dozier
are worthy? of comment. Mr.
Class of '67
Anderson claims that The
Doors would sing the same
song 30 times, as it is thencurrent hit. Mr. Anderson is
surely not naive enough to be- (Continued from page 2)
lieve the pap that he himself
wrote?
As nearly as I can determine,
Any nationally popular this letter covers all the aspects
group would certainly be able of the rat system, either implicitto present a balanced program ly or explicitly, and this examiof their and other group's hits— nation can lead only to one
a policy which the recent CDA conclusion: that the Rat System
groups have certainly been un- should have died when Clemable to follow.
son made the transition from a
Mr. Hair stated that enough military college. This is not to
trash has been printed in The say that it is justifiable in a miliTiger during the last two years tary college, only that it should
to overflow Lake Hartwellwith have never been allowed to surscum. Might I remind Mr. Hair vive the transition.
of the CDA dances for the past
Michael Buchanan
two years?
Class of'71

TIME DRIVE-IN

Jackets
Clemson

I agree that Mr. Erter
is preaching unholy reverence
for tradition — but tradition
does not make this or any other
university great. A willingness
to change, to improve, makes
a university great. Clemson has
come a long way in the last
ten years, but an even greater
effort must be put forth if we are
to become great. Clemson is
held back by this same unholy
reverence for tradition. There is
little place for this tradition
in today's fast-moving world.
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Under New Management

Downtown

on national issues, that reform
was easier from within than
without. Mr. McGee did not
warn of radicalism in this organization — he merely stated
that he did not think that national issues should be of concern
to Clemson student government.
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& Insurance
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Since it's never in, it's never out.
Each year the new cars come rolling'
out with the latest frills.
Wow.
And each year the old Volkswagen
rolls out looking just the same.
Ho hum.
But when the year goes by, new fads^
soon outdate the old fads. And the hottestlooking car last year is just that: the hottest-looking car last year.
But a VW is still just a VW. Not looking
up-to-date, but not looking out-of-date,
either. (So you'll never have a Has-Been
on your hands when you want to sell it.)
Instead of wasting time making the VW
look better, we spend our time making it
work better.
And this year there are dozens ofways
it works better. (That makes over 2200 in
all since it first started working period.)
In the end, the choice is yours: pay a
big price for a year of glory.
Or a small price for a VW.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

OH
Lee-Prest
Classics were
made to look expensive.
Much more than $10!
So don't be fooled by
the price tag. And LeePrest Classics with a
total permanent press
never need ironing or
touch ups.
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Dozier Hits Erter Too

Dear Editor:
After having read Mr. Erter's
letter in The Tiger last week, I
felt that some rebuttal was in
order. That letter so perfectly
exemplified the South Carolina
tradition that I almost feel that
it is a waste of time to try to
answer Mr. Erter. But I will
attempt to answer a few of the
points that he attempts to make.

sity, then it seems that he could
have foregone the advantages
of the library. We are sure he
could have gained any information he might need from another "less-radical" organization.
Item 3. In his concluding
comments, Mr. Erter made several statements thatwereinpart
presumptuous and in part incorrect. He certainly made a
conclusive statement concerning the attitude of the administration. We know of several
students whose "welfare and
happiness" have not been considered by this angelic body.
He also castigates anyone
"who would try to create a
Berkeley - type campus where
the need or the desire for one
does not exist." Heaven forbid
that anyone would want Clemson to become one of educational leaders in the nation!
The very idea of someone wanting Clemson to encourage free
thought and individualism!

THE TIGER

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
H. D. Lee Company, Inc., Dept. A, P.O. Box 440, Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66201
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Bob Bradley - No. 1 SID in the ACC

THE

BY GARY CLARY
Sports Feature Writer

One of the unsung men of
the Clemson Athletic Department is Robert Cole Bradley.
Never heard the name? Well,

you should be familiar with
it, because he is the Sports
Information Director, and
everything that is concerning

Clemson athletics is his responsibility.
Bob, as he is known by all
of his friends — and even

Bob Bradley
Sports
Information
Director
Variety is the word tor
Corbin's fall trouserings

LYNCH DRUG STORE

For every occasion there is a superb Corbin trousering.
We offer a selection from such exclusive Corbin
fabrics as Country Harvest, Buggy Whip Worsted,
Hardy Homespun, Paddock Worsted and Hunting Twills.
We have an abundance of patterns and colours, too.

In 1949 he returned toClemson to complete his education.
While finishing work on his
degree, the job of Sports Information Director came open,
but he could not accept the
job because he had not graduated. After he graduated he
re-entered the Air Force for
a seventeen months stay.
When he completed his military obligations he returned
to the Clemson campus to
accept the newly created position of Alumni Secretary. When
he began to get going full
swing in this capacity, Brent
Breedin resigned as Sports
Information Director during
the middle of the 1955 football season, and Bob got the
break that he had been looking for.
The reign of Bob Bradley
began on November 1, 1955
when he tackled that is never
finished. Since that time he
has put in twelve long years
of service to Clemson, and
ranks second in time served
in the ACC. The only SID
who has served longer than
Bob is Marvin "Skeeter"
Francis of Wake Forest. Mr.
Bradley says that "Skeeter"
has one year on him.
In quality they come no better than Bob Bradley. This
fact is exemplified by his fellow members electing him to
numerous national positions,
As an example in the summer
of 1967 he was selected to
compose a directory of all the
Sports Information Directors
in the nation.
A typical day in the life of
Bob Bradley is filled with
the unexpected, because of the
amount of work which he does.
Just what does he do? Here is
an example.
Let us assume that the
Tigers have a home game on
the coming Saturday. His work
starts for the game on the
Sunday before the game and
is not finished until the fol-

lowing Sunday night.
On Sunday night he sends
out all of the press passes
for the press box. He does
this to assure that the game
will be well covered by every
paper in this area. He must
also see that photographers
get into the game to take pictures. Also included are the
men who take films for both
teams. Others included in the
list to receive press passes
are scouts from other teams
as well as scouts from the
Pro's. In addition to all of
these he has to see that all of
his assistants receive a pass
so that they can gather the
stats of the game.
On Monday evening he has
to see that the program for
the game is put out. He has
to write most everything that
appears in the program and
make sure that nothing is
left out. Also on Monday he
has to make radio and TV
tapes with Frank Howard to
help promote the team.
The rest of the week is
spent gathering statistics, and
seeing that everything is in
order for Saturday. He must
also send out releases to the
news media, TV and radio to
inform them of day to day
happening in the atheltic world
at Clemson.
When Saturday rolls around
there is still no rest for Mr.
Bradley. He has to be in the
press box early to see that
everyone is satisfied and that
theyjret what they want.
During the game he must
supervise his staff so that
everyone can be informed on
what is going on. To do this
he has many capable assistants, some of whom are Clemson students. These assistants
do everything from spotting
for the radio network to keeping up with how many yards
that each player gains rushing. A play-by-play is furnish(Continued on page 5)
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trouserings now.
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"scoop" by many others, is
constantly hard at. work to inform the public on athletic
happenings at Clemson. It is
through his undying efforts
that everyone is able to pick
up the Sunday morning paper
and get the stats from Saturday's big game first hand.
When asked what his job
consists of, Bob replied,
"Everything from putting out
brochures on all sports, publishing football programs,
running the radio network, and
recording radio tapes and
video tapes with Coach Howard. This does not include
the responsibility of running
the Clemson press box.
Bob is no stranger toClemson for he has been on the
athletic staff for 12 years,
and before coming to this
staff, he worked in the Alumni
Office as Alumni Secretary.
In addition to that Bob graduated from Clemson in 1951
with a degree in Textiles.
Bob got his start in sports
quite by accident. He accepted
his roommates offer to become
a member of the Tiger Staff
and write sports. He did so
and the following year he was
made Sports Editor. From
there he was off to the races,
in the sports world.
After the Air Force interrupted his college education,
Bob accepted the position of
proof reader with the Greenville News. From there he
went to the Sports Department
where he wrote for both the
News and the News Piedmont.
His next position was that of
assistant state news editor.
This Job ranged from covering ribbon-cuttings, to writing
obituaries and covering criminal court.

859-3611

Downtown
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By Bill Smith
TIGER Sports Editor

Last week's game proved very little except'
that the Tigers have a pretty good defense and I
a long way to go on offense. In the last two \
games the offense has managed to scratch out
only one touchdown and a field goal. The defense has its weaknesses too, one of which is that
they don't really get going until their backs are i
against the wall which has proved fatal against
both Tech and Georgia.
No one expects the Tiger defense to hold our
opponents scoreless and their second half defensive effort against Tech (35 yds. rushing, 18
passing) was a classic one.
Through the years Clemson has always been:
a slow starting team. In 1963, they lost their j
first four games only to bounce back and win I
I their last five. . . Against many ACC opponents, j
Clemson has been able to play catch-up ball in;
the second half and win.
But the schedules that Clemson has made for j
the next few years will make it harder and harder for the Tigers to start slow and still expect to
I have winning seasons.
It was apparent to everyone who saw the Tigers buried in Grant's tomb that the yellow jackets knew Clemson's plays as well as the Tigers.
A first down pass or a double reverse would probably have dumbfounded them.
When a football team doesn't have a strong
offensive line they must resort to razzle-dazzle j
and multiple offenses to slow down the defen- :
I sive rush and confuse the defensive secondary.
But Clemson's offense is built around one of j
the strongest offensive lines in the conference.
Why they failed last week is anyone's guess.
One of the reasons could have been that Tech
had one of the toughest defenses ever faced by a =
Tiger team. Tech's head mentor Bud Carson has !
long been famous for his stingy defensive teams, j
But all those facts are history now and the I
big question is when are the Tigers going to snap
out of it and play the way we know they can?
This week the Tigers face another group of Ti- j
gers who have long been famous for a rugged
defense and an explosive offense.
Auburn proved this only too well as they held
an outclassed Kentucky team to —2 yards rush- j
ing while scoring a lot of points.
Why the Tigers are in this slump is the biggest question of the young season. People are
asking if they've lost their desire after losing the
heart breaker to Georgia and are ready to hang
it up.
But this is a defeatist attitude and one that
no Tiger team has ever had and should be for(Continued on page 6j
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That's what
General Electric
is made of.
General Electric is made up of a lot more than just
engineers — because it takes a lot more than engineers to tackle the problems we deal with. Like
helping to unsnarl traffic jams in our cities, fighting air pollution or finding new ways to provide
power for underdeveloped nations. It takes sociologists, meteorologists, astronomers, writers —in
fact, it takes people with just about every kind of
training. But, more than any of this, it takes people

with nerve, gumption, intellectual curiositypeople who care about what happens to the world.
So it's not only your major we're interested in.
It's you. Why not see our interviewer when he
comes to campus and find out whether you're the
kind of person General Electric is made of.
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Daringly new!
Chevrolet's new line of
Super Sports for '68.
Computer-tuned suspension systems. Improved
shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber
body mounts. They all team up to bring you the
smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh
new idea in ventilation comes standard on every
1968 Camaroand Corvette, it's Astro Ventilation,
a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind

CHEVROLET

Be smart!
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Buy now at your
Chevrolet
dealer's.

out. You'll appreciate all the proved safety
features on the '68 Chevrolets, including the
GM-developed energy-absorbing steering
column and many new ones. More style.
More performance. More all-around value. One
look tells you these are for the man who loves
driving. One demonstration drive shows why!
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Clemson Will Face
Tough Auburn Team

Defensive backfield coach
Banks McFadden scouted Auburn's offense last Saturday
and he had nothing but good
things to say about the tough
SEC foe.
"I would rate Auburn's offense as very potent, one of
the most potent In that tough
Southeastern Conference. Auburn has a good running game
which it doesn't use that much,
and a very outstanding passing
game which it uses very
often," stated Coach McFadden.
Auburn has one very good
receiver and two others who
could play for anybody. I think
their end Freddie Hyatt is

possibly the best receiver In
the SEC. He runs split end
most of the time and also is
the wide end in the slot formations. He has tremendous
speed, hands—everything. And
they throw to him quite a bit.
To take the pressure off
Hyatt, Auburn has two fine
pass-snaggers in Mike Perillard, the tight end and Tim
Christian, the flanker. Both
have exceptional moves and
great hands. Of the two, Perillard is the better blocker,
while Christian has the best
moves as a runner.
Auburn runs from the
counter-right split, and the
counter-left split offense formations. On short yardage
and goal-line plays, they
switch to the close-slot left
or close-slot right. They also
run from the I-formation at
times.
I'd say their pass protection
is great. In three games, the
Auburn quarterback has been
thrown for a loss only once.
Their quarterbacks are Loran
Carter and Larry Blakeney.
Auburn believes in using both
signal-callers about the same
amount of time. Both like to
keep the defense honest by
running and passing from the
option.
He summed up the upcoming
game by saying that the key
to the Auburn offense is passing. When that fails, and It
seldom does, the Tigers can
run with the best. It's gonna

be another tough one.
Head backfield coach Art
Baker took a look at the Auburn defense and had this to
say about them.
"Auburn runs the split 64-4 defense, which is very
similar to Wake Forest's and
is used most effectively by
Notre Dam*. I evaluate Auburn as a very tough, wellconditioned football team defensively, a team which plays
aggressively and goes for the
ball on every play you run
against them," said Baker.
Auburn tries to keep the
pressure on the passer and
rely on containing your running game between the ends,
Bill James and Jim Bouchillon. Both defensive ends are
fast, weighing barely 200pounds. James is a sophomore.
They make many tackles by
hustling off the ground after
being blocked. The starting
lineup, defensively, has only
two non-seniors, so the experience is there. Defensive
tackle Roy Tatum is one of the
best at his position in the SEC.
Another real horse for the
Tigers is Marvlm Tucker, a
linebacker who tips the scales
at 192.
Defensively Auburn is very
rough. It likes to hit and hit
hard. It looks as though the
Tigers will have their hands
full again Saturday, but Coach
Frank Howard was pleased
with the practice sessions
this week

Rugby
Scrum half Geoff Tyer gets the ball away
for Clemson.

Another Major Sport

BY JIM OWENS
Sports Writer

Quarterback Kim King sprints for end zone
to score in first period.

Tech Continues Winning
Streak Against Clemson
BY DAVE CHRISTOPHER
Sports Writer
Georgia Tech continued Its
football domination over
Clemson by downing the
Tigers 10-0 on Saturday.
Clemson, whose record is now
1-2 could never generate any
offensive punch against the
stringy Tech defensive.
After receiving the opening
kickoff, Clemson was unable
to move and had to punt. The
teams exchanged punts several times before Tech quarterback Kim King skirted right
end for 30 yards to score with
3:35 left in the first period.
This climaxed a58 yard drive.
On the first play from
scrimmage after the ensuing
kickoff, Tech defensive back
Bill Eastman came up with a
one-handed interception that
put the Yellow Jackets in excellent field position. The
Tiger defense stiffened and
Tech had to settle for a 29
yard field goal which came
with only 4 seconds gone in
the second quarter.
The Tigers threatened early
in the 3rd quarter when sophomore quarterback Charley
Waters moved the team from
its own 40 yard line to Ga.
Tech's 17. Here again, the
Jacket defense rose to the
occasion and stopped Clemson's running game cold. The
Tigers later tried a field goal,
but the attempt was wide.
Clemson's defense played
well throughout the game.
Tech's talented tailback Lenny
Snow, who scored twice on the
Tigers last year, was held
to only 51 yards rushing in 20
attempts. Linebacker Jimmy
Catoe led the Tigers with 10
tackles and an Interception.
Georgia Tech In its first
season under Coach Bud Car-

son seemed as strong as ever
despite reports that this would
be an off-year for the Engineers. The defense was superb

all day and the offense seemed more than adequate. The
win brought Tech's record
to 3-0.
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Ciemson's- first varsity
soccer team opened its season successfully with wins
over Furman and Ersklne.
The Tiger soccer team rolled
to convincing victories with
scores of 4-0 and 9-1 respectively.
During the first half of the
Furman game, Ciemson's
team suffered from first game
jitters and could not get its
normal game going. Except
for a beautiful combination
between Fleetwood and Schmidt who scored the only goal
of the first half, Clemson was
unable to make a serious
threat.
In the second half, Leo Serrano, a key substitute for the
Tigers, brought life to the
Clemson attack. The four forwards, Fleetwood, Rubich,
Serrano, and Anzen started
driving hard toward their opponents goal. This resulted
in two goals by Rubich and
one by Anzen.
A key injury to the Paladins early in the game to
their outstanding forward,
Tommy Shin, took all the punch
out of their attack. However,
their four fullbacks defensive
line stuck close together and
formed a human wall in thepenalty area that was difficult
to crack.
Clemson used a 4-2-4 system of play, a very balanced
system of offense and defense
against the Paladins.Clemson
shot 48 times while holding

the Furman club to 10 shots.
Ciemson's soccer Tigers
made it two in a row by
trouncing the Erskine College
team 9-1 in their home debut.
Clemson got on the scoreboard with the most spectacular goal of the game with no
more than seven seconds gone
In the game. The score came
on an 18 yard shot by Mark
Rubich, who later scored another goal and provided three
assists.
Outstanding in the game was
forward Leo Serrano who
scored five goals. This is a
Clemson record that will take
sometime to break. Leo played
his usual good game, and the
entire forward line was extremely successful in execution.
The defense was not in any
real trouble during the game,
except for an error on the part
of goalie Smith resulting in
the only Erskine tally.
The next challenge for the
Tigers will be Duke at Clemson on Oct. 17. Duke will
provide the Tigers' first ACC
varsity competition and will be
a stiff challenge. Duke was
4-6 In the 1966 season, but
this does not indicate their
team strength since they have
20 returning letter men.
Coach Ibrahim said that the
student body's support would
be quite an encouraging factor
for the team. Like all sports,
the soccer team needs the
support of cheering fans.

Golfers

Frosh Look For Win
No. Two Against Duke
BY BOB OHANESIAN
The University of Georgia
Bullpups defeated the Clemson Cubs 37-0 last Friday.
A crowd of approximately 2000 watched the penalty
plaqued game. Clemson received the opening kickoff,
and after an exchange of punts,
Georgia recovered a fumble
and brought it in for the first
score of the game. Late in
the first quarter the Cubs
drove to the Bullpups 15 yard
line. They were forced to attempt a field goal and missed.
Other than that, the Cubs had
trouble generating any kind of
an offense against a tough
Georgia defense. Georgia's
longest sustained drive covered 60 yards. The Bullpups offense was led by halfbacks
Couch and Cambell and quarterback Jack Montgomery.
However, led byfinelineback-

ing by Larry Heffner, the Cubs
defense -tightened. The score
at the half was 13-0- with
Georgia leading.
The second half was again
dominated by Georgia's defense and the offensive miscues of the Cubs. Final statistics showed that Georgia had
15 first downs to Ciemson's
11.
Head Freshman Coach Tom
Bass stated that after a couple
of key boys were hurt he simply
ran out of personnel. Despite
the loss, the spirit is still
high. Coach Bass seemed
hopeful for a fine season and
his team is looking forward
to playing Duke on October 13
in Durham, North Carolina.

This year for the first time a seventy-two hole,
medal play, golf tournament will be held at Boscobel Country Club to help determine the varsity
golf roster for the 1968 season. Twelve boys with
the best four round totals will be allowed to compete
for seven positions on the team next spring. Under
a new conference ruling, freshmen are eligible.
There will be no freshman team. Interested students
with handicaps of eight or less should see Mr. C.
O. Caskey in 0-301 of the English building to
sign up and get details. The tournament will start
at 12:45 on Friday, October 20, and continue on
successive Fridays until four rounds are completed.

Frosh Basketball
All Freshmen interested in playing freshman
basketball are asked to meet in the field house
next Monday, the 17th with head freshman coach
Jim Brennan. This meeting will be held at 7 p.m.

Bowlers
There will be an important meeting of all bowlers
who are interested in trying out for the bowling
team on Monday, October 16 at 5 p.m. in Room
202 Hardin Hall. Several matches have been
scheduled for the team including a tournament at
Knoxville, Tenn. Girls are invited to come to this
meeting.

J.P.H. PIKE
When William Webb Ellis
caught and ran forward with
the ball while having a football kicking duel at Rugby,
his school, a new game was
born. The year of this historic event was 1823. Though
developing slowly at first, the
game soon drew bands of ardent followers and by the turn
of the century had spread
throughout the British Isles
and Commonwealth. Played In
international competition for
many years, Rugby is now enjoyed in almost every country.
Rugby is essentially a body
contact game in which fifteen
players on one team oppose
fifteen players on another
team. Each team is divided
into eight forwards and seven

backs. The forwards are
usually bigger heavy men while
the backs are smaller and
faster. The aim of the game
is for one team to carry the
ball across the other team's
goal line and score a try by
grounding the ball. An attempt
is made by the team scoring
the try to further add to their
score by converting the try, or
in other words kicking a goal
from a point on the field in
line with the place the try was
scored. Each team continues
to attempt to do this while they
have players and time to do so.
The game is divided into two
halves. Each half being from
35 to 40 minutes. No replacement of players is allowed
except when one has been

injured and is unable to continue.
On Sunday, October 8, the
game of rugby was first played at Clemson. A team of players from the Atlanta Rugby
Club played a trial game
against the Clemson Rugby
Club. Both teams were matched evenly for the first half.
The score was 5-0 at half
time but with the resumption
of play, better conditions
proved its worth and Clemson
scored two more tries to run
out winners 15-0. The scorers
were Wayne Addy,JohnShlelds
and Renaud Pelletier on one
try each. Pelletier kicked
three goals.

Fencing Team Prepares
For The Coming Season
By JIM OWENS
Sports Writer
Clemson University can
well be proud of its fencing
club. Though fencing is not a
varsity sport at Clemson nor
is it well known to the average sport enthusiast,Clemson
is represented adequately in
the informal SouthernConference comprised of fencing
teams from eight universities
and colleges. These are Duke,
VMI, The Citadel, Ga. Tech,
UNC, N.C. State, University
of Virginia, and Clemson.
The Tiger fencing team is

We Pick 'Em
SMITH
CLEMSON over Auburn
Florida St. over South Carolina
Duke over Virginia
Memphis St. over Wake Forest
;N.C. State over Maryland
!Air Force over North Carolina
i Notre Dame over Sou. Calif.
UCLA over California
! Georgia Tech over Tennessee
Alabama over Vanderbilt
Georgia over Mississippi
LSU over Miami (Fla.)
i Texas over Oklahoma
I Syracuse over Navy
Michigan State over Michigan
Missouri over Colorado
i Furman over Richmond
Citadel over VMI
: Houston over Miss. State
| Slippery Rock over East Term.

COPELAND CHRISTOPHER DELLINGER
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Fla. St.
Fla. St.
Fla. St.
Duke
Duke
Duke
Memphis St.
Memphis St.
Memphis St.
N.C. State
N.C. State
Maryland
Air Force
Air Force
Air Force
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
Notre Dame
UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech
Tenn.
Alabama
Alabama
Alabama
Georgia
Georgia
Mississippi
LSU
LSU
Miami
Texas
Oklahoma
Texas
Syracuse
Syracuse
Syracuse
Mich. St
Mich. St.
Mich. St.
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Furman
Furman
Furman
Citadel
VMI
Citadel
Houston
Houston
Houston
East. Tenn.
East. Tenn.
East. Tenn.

THOMPSON
CLEMSON
Fla. St.
Duke
Memphis St.
N.C. State
Air Force
Notre Dame
UCLA
Tenn.
Alabama
Georgia
LSU
Texas
Navy
Mich. St.
Colorado
Furman
Citadel
Houston
East. Tenn.
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C.U. Soccer Team
Opens With Wins

BY SAM COPE LAND
Assistant Sports Editor
Tomorrow the Clemson
Tigers travel to Auburn, Alabama to face the powerful
Auburn Tigers in a game which
sends Clemson against a nonconference team for the third
straight week. Clemson owns
a 1-2 slate following a 10-0
loss to Georgia Tech last week.
The Auburn club enters the
contest with a 2-2 mark following a 48-7 wholloplng of Kentucky last week.
Head Coach Frank Howard
said that Auburn will be the
toughest of the opponents for
the Tigers in the last three
weeks. This is mainly because Auburn has such a
balanced attack. In last week's
game their quarterbacks completed 19 of 27 passes, and
their ground game netted 261
yards.

THE TIGER

OWENS
ZOG
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Fla. St.
Fla. St.
Duke
Duke
Memphis St. Memphis St.
N.C. State
N.C. State
Air Force
Air Force
Notre Dame Notre Dame
UCLA
UCLA
Ga. Tech
Ga. Tech
Alabama
Alabama
Georgia
Georgia
LSU
LSU
Texas
Texas
Navy
Navy
Mich. St.
Mich. St.
Colorado
Colorado
Furman
Furman
Citadel
Citadel
Houston
Houston
East. Tenn. I Slippery Rock §

directed by advisor-coach Anders Kaufmann, who did his
undergraduate fencing at Cornell, replaces Dr. Coolidge,
also of the Architecture Dept.,
who is on a leave of absence.
Dr. Coolidge did his undergraduate fencing at Harvard
where, he was an Olympic alternate.
These two capable
coaches have developed a team
which the past two years has
finished second in the conference only to Duke where fencing is a varsity sport. Last
year's team posted a 5-1 record losing only to Duke who
was undefeated.
This year's team appears
strong with experienced men
at foil and epee. The only weak
spot will be at saber. Paul
Ferry returns in epee where
he finished first in the conference last year. Ed Stevenson
fills the 1st slot in foil. Ed
finished second in the conference at this position last season. However, it takes three
men (or women) and an alternate at each position to comprise a team and anyone interested is invited to come down
and join. Women can compete
in amateur competition, but
not inter-collegiately.
The season usually runs
from January thru March concluding with the nationals at
the end of March. Clemson
plans to send three representatives, one at each weapon,
to the nationals this year,
provided they are held on the
east coast so as not to be too
expensive.

Will The Tigers Rebound ?

\
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IFC Aids
Frat Cause

Scabbard And Blade

An Officer Only At Times,
But Always A Gentleman

Clemson's fraternities have
been gaining momentum on
campus since the IFC (Interfraternity Council) was formed
in 1959 to co-ordinate the activities of the school's nine
social fraternities.

By BENNIE PITMAN*
The National Society of Scabbard and Blade is the highest
national military honor fraternity for ROTC cadets in the
nation, and as such selects only
the most outstanding cadets for
membership.
The national society of Scabbard and Blade was founded at
the University of Wisconsin in
1904 by five senior cadet officers who felt there was a need
for a military society to develop
and foster the ideals and practice of military education in the
United States. From the University of Wisconsin, the society has grown until there are
chapters at 179 colleges and
universities with a total membership of over one hundred
thousand today.
Scabbard and Blade is the
only national organization
which is composed of senior
cadet officers representing the
Army, Air Force, and the
Navy. With two exceptions, the
Society has functioned continuously since its founding. Dur-

FOR 68

ing both world wars the group completed regiments consists of K-7 is headed by Randy Hoag,
was inactive, as practically no twelve companies. Finally, the Brigade Commander; Guy Phimilitary instruction existed and Society, or division, is com- fer, Wing Commander, Phil
the juniors and seniors were in manded by the national com- Grant, 4th Regiment P. R. Comthe military service.
mander with the assistance of mander, John Miller, CLS
The Society's unofficial motto a deputy commander and an Commander; Jimmy Addison,
of being an officer and a gentle- executive officer. The supreme Brigade S-2; Ivan Kelley, Briman—"an officer only at times, authority of the Scabbard and gade Executive Officer; Hank
perhaps, but always a gentle- Blade rests in a biennial con- ChannelL Wing Executive Ofman*—generally represents the vention attended by representa- ficer; and Bennie Pitman, Area
C-l Commander of the Arnold
criteria for membership. These tives of all companies.
qualifications for membership
Company K, 7th Regiment of Air Society.
The other members of Comare not based on scholarship Clemson University, was origalone, but on leadership, inated in 1933 when the Sabre pany K-7 are Steve TrammeU,
patriotism, loyalty, courage, Club of Clemson was accepted Jim Workman, Graham Pritchgood fellowship, and honor. for membership in the Nation- ard, Bill Noffy, Jerry McMulRealizing these basic qualities, al Scabbard and Blade. From lan, Steve Hunter, Jerry Branit is then the responsibility of the eighteen original members, non, Len Senerote, Laurie
individual companies to select K-7 has expanded with the Pope, Ttmmy Lee, Wayne Lee,
their members, subject only to growth of Clemson and has Willy Jordan, Jim Hudgens,
their local regulations and re- kept its goal-r-to encourage and Richard Davis, Tom Coleman,
strictions. Merit is thesolebasis foster essential qualities of good Bert Calhoun, David Gay, and
Danny Rhodes (commander).
for membership in Scabbard and efficient officers.
and Blade.
Since Scabbard and Blade is Lt CoL Benjamin Wright is
The national Society is or- a national honorary military the advisor and honorary
ganized as an Army division fraternity, one of its main member of Company K-7.
Company K-7 now has a uniwith the various chapters desig- functions is to recognize the
nated "companies", organized outstanding ROTC cadets, re- form that unites the Army and
into regiments in the order of gardless of their branch of the Air Force into a single organtheir establishment. Each of the service. This year Company" ization. The new uniform, worn
only by senior members of the
Scabbard and Blade is a replica of the old Clemson cadet
officer's uniforms. It will be
worn on special occasions
whenever officers are needed
to represent the University. It
is the hope of Company K-7
that the grey and white uniform with the burgandy sash
will serve as a reminder that
the military traditions established at Clemson will prevail.
The twenty-six officers in K-7
this year are endeavoring to
follow the principals of the orBETTER IDEA
ganization by being active in
their military departments at
Clemson. Whether it is ushering
the president's box at home
football games, or sponsoring
the Military Ball and Banquet,
the "Blade's"purpose is to serve
Pendleton, S. C.
the University and the military
establishment

PENDLETON MOTOR CO.
134 E. Main St.
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The fraternities are noted for
their service projects throughout the year, their active participation during homecoming,
and the intermural sports team
they sponsor throughout the
year.
The frat houses, developed
and governed by local students,
are selective in their membership. All male students are
given a chance to visit with the
members and consider joining
during a "Rush Week," which
is held the first part of January.
The future of the Frat system
seems to depend on the Board
of Trustees. The question of
off-campus housing and an affiliation with a national system has been brought to the attention of the Board. It seems as
though the Trustees don't approve of the national fraternity
system and have not approved
it

Scabbard & Blade Staff For 1967-68
Left to right. Randy Hoag (2nd Lieutenant), Danny Rhodes (Captain), Angie Spearman (Sponsor), Bennie Pitman (1st Lieutenant) and David Gay (1st Sergeant).

Trailing

(Continued from page 4)

gotten. The real issue lies with how can the Tigers shake out of this slump and get back in the
win column. Many suggestions have been offered. Among those are letting Jackson and Gore
play in the same backfield to put more pressure
on the defense and add a little variety to an offense considered stale by many fans.
There have been many remedies suggested
for Frank's Faltering Tigers, but in the final
analysis it will be the 11 men on the field, and
not the coaches or the student body who will
decide the Tigers fate. Champions or also-rans?
It's a lot of responsibility to accept, but the Tigers have worked and sweated a long time to let
two losses ruin a potentially great team. So to
use a current expression; Keep the Faith.

PR Company C-4
Hosts Assembly
The Pershing Rifles Fourth
Regimental Headquarters, located at Clemson, hosted the
first Regimental Assembly of
the year Oct 6-7. Those units
attending the assembly were:
Clemson,
Tennessee Tech,
Wake Forest, Georgia Tech,
Auburn, Jacksonville State, N.
C. State, North Carolina A & T,
Georgia, Tuskegee, Furman,
and Georgia State.

OF ANDERSON

OUR "ANDOVER"
WING TIP SHOES
Rich, bold leathers enhanced by
quality craftsmanship. An important part of the total look worthy
of thoughtful consideration.
Brogue with storm welt or tassel
slipon style. By top maker for us!

$15
pair

%

The IFC is now preparing a
case history of the fraternities,
it is hoped that the Board might
see the positive aspects of fraternity life and approve their
nationalization. Even if the
right is granted, there is some
doubt as to whether the fraternity residents will want to
become national, because their
present systems are working so
well.

Downtown: Street Floor — Also at Belvedere

After arriving on campus Friday afternoon, the twelve units
were billeted at the Senconee
Motel. On Friday night, a commander's caucus was held at
Regimental Headquarters,
where company commanders
were briefed on the financial
status of the headquarters and .
given an introduction to the
basic functions of the regimental staff.
While the unit commanders
attended this meeting, an informal gathering of other unit
personnel was held in Company C-4's lounge. Here, the
people from various schools
were able to meet each other on
an informal basis and enjoy the
spirit of brotherhood of this national fraternal organization.
At 9 o'clock Saturday morning all personnel from the
twelve units attended the legislative assembly which was held
in the Chemistry Building. The
Meeting was presided over by
CoL Philip H. Grant and Lt
CoL Robert Calhoun. During
this time, each regimental staff
officer was allowed to explain,
the workings of his section and
comment on the standards to be
met during the year. Questions,
comments, and discussions
were then directed from the floor
to the section officer.
After a lunch break the assembly reconvened and general
business was brought up for
discussion. Col. Grant and Lt
Col. Calhoun adjourned the
meeting after a few closing remarks.

STAMP IT!

T'S THE RAGE

REGULAR
MODEL

LIVING COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHY

Interviews on October 18 & 19

ANY SW
3 LINE TEXT C,
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. V," « 2".
Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment Satisfaction Guarantied
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COLOR PORTRAIT
If you want a career with all the growing room in the world, we
have a suggestion.
Start with Humble and you start with the company that supplies
more petroleum energy than any other U.S. oil company. We're
literally No. 1 — America's Leading Energy Company.
Start with Humble and you start with the principal U.S. affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) with its 300 worldwide affiliates.
So your advancement can be intercompany as well as intracompany, worldwide as well as domestic!
Look into Humble's wide-scope careers in exploration, production,
transportation, manufacturing, marketing and research — and the
management of all these. We have immediate openings for people
in practically all disciplines and at all degree levels.
We'll stretch your capabilities. Put you on your own a little too
soon. Get the best you can give. But you'll always be glad you
didn't settle for anything less than No. 1. See us on campus soon.

Humble

Oil & Refining Company
America's Leading Energy Company

NO AGE LIMIT
$
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• Selection of Poses • Color
Pictures to Choose From
• Finished Work delivered at
store few doys after token

FLIP,
CHARLIE
BROWN

• Aoe 6-weeks and up

THE NEW

Harper's 5&10
Oct. 16-17-18

A Plans for Progress Company and an Equal Opportunity Employer

Downtown

Charlie Brown,
must u,ou alwaqs
take me so

PEANUTS9
CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz
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en art and Winston, Inc.
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Anti-Draft

From Esquire Magazine, Inc.

So says William Worthy, correspondent for the Baltimore
Afro-American newspaper and
author of this report on Black
Power today and its ever-increasing international scope,
appearing in the current issue of
Esquire, now on newsstands.
Worthy

states:

"Because

There is a wealth of evidence
whites see Black Power detached from its international to suggest that what began as
context they tend to view the in- a domestic civil-rights' move-'
cidence of Negro draft refusal ment has turned of late into a
as merely political draft evas- global drive, at the center of
ion. But Negroes tend to feel which are the now allied strugthat there are more significant gles of the National Liberation
motives behind the refusal to Front of South Vietnam (N.
serve, namely identification L.F.) and the American Negro.
with the enemy."
According to the feature, there
have been stories in the Negro
The article goes on to say that press reporting that members of
leaders such as Ho Chi Minn the N. L. F. have shown parand Fidel Castro are figures tiality to Negro GI's, in some
of inspiration to Negroes along cases running up to them in
with Stokely Carmichael and Saigon and warning them not
Floyd McKissick, and that the to enter certain buildings that
American Negro radicals are are about to be blown up. For
making direct contact with their part, Negro visitors to
North Vietnamese political and Hanoi have given advice on the
social forces.
content and style of propaganda broadcasts beamed to
Negro GI's.
Oh the home front, black nationalist groups are showing
N. L. F. war films to ghetto
residents. Cartoons reflecting
feeling among radical Negroes
of this bond between them and
the N. L. F. show white American soldiers reporting battle
casualties: "Total of nine enemy
killed, sir—five Vietcong and
four of our own Negroes."
Worthy attributes quotes to
some American Negroes who
have told him of their contacts
with North Vietnam. Among
them is New York lawyer Conrad H. Linn who said, "Via
Cambodia and Laos, I flew
to North Vietnam aboard a
plane of the International Control Commission. Since my return from Hanoi, on every campus where I have spoken, black
draft resisters have been greatly heartened by the strong message of solidarity that Ibrought
back from the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the National Liberation Front of
South Vietnam."
Worthy concludes his report
for Esquire with a two page
chart which schematically represents black power forces inside and outside the United
States from the most militant
activism to the most moderate
with degrees in between. The
spread of who's who in the
black power establishment includes 44 headings such as
Black Militant Hangouts, Local
Hotshots (organizers on their
way up), Peacemakers of the
Establishments and Cheerleaders on the Left.

Research Assistants

Andrews Receives Grant
From PublicHealth Service
A Clemson University engineering scientist has received
a $31,635 grant from the U
S. Public Health Service to support research on a new process
for treating organic solids in
municipal' and industrial
wastes.
Dr. John F. Andrews of Clemson's environmental systems
engineering program says the
proposed process, unlike most
biological processes for waste
treatment, will operate at temperatures between 120 and 140
degrees fahrenheit. "Heat accelerates bacterial action on the
organic solids, resulting in their
destruction," says Dr. Andrews,
principal investigator on the
project.
He feels the new process may ■
reduce stream pollution and also prove useful in solving garbage disposal problems.
Grants for the three-year project are expected to total about
$94,087.

Research on improved methods of treating industrial and
municipal wastes is being conducted on this experimental apparatus by a Clemson University engineering sciertist and
two graduate assistants shown
operating the instruments. Seated at a data processing machine which collects data from
the experimental apparatus on
a punched tape is George C.

Grieves from Stockton-OnTees, England. The punched
tape is fed directly into the university's computer for analysis.
With Grieves is Kawi Kambhu
of Bangkok, Thailand. Both
students are working toward
advanced degrees in environmental systems engineering—
Kambhu his doctorate, and
Grieves the master's degree.
(Clemson Newsphoto)

PEPSI
and
COLA THE TIGERS
POUR IT ON!
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Circle K Erects
Litter Barrels

Black Power And Military
According to a magazine feature, published yesterday, the
current wave of Negro draft
refusals is the same Black
Power wave that could lead to
an eventual draft riot, perhaps
even a military mutiny. And all
told, this widespread disobedience by a sizeable minority
could even bring the war in Vietnam to a sudden halt.

THE TIGER

Circle K Workers
Members of the Circle K Club are shown working on site of litter barrels. A
barrel has now been placed on this site as a service to the community. (Photo by
Lank)
N

To Avoid Misconception:
A Brief Look At The CDA
By Richard Harpootlian
Staff Writer
Certain misconceptions concerning the Central Dance Association have arisen in recent
times. After examining thefacts
and organization of CDA, it is
apparent that the material leading to these misconceptions was
poorly researched. A brief look
at the organization and procedures of the CDA will perhaps help disperse the swarm of
falsehoods attacking them.
Each fall the eight senior staffers choose sixteen junior staffers from the applicants who attend the CDA mixer. Each senior staffer is assigned two members of the junior staff to assist
him and thereby "learn the
ropes." In the spring, the new
senior staff is chosen by the
present staff. The appointees
are picked on a merit basis
which includes: tickets sales,
hours spent on CDA projects,
enthusiasm, and a "buddy" rating whereby each junior staff
member evaluates his fellow
workers. A 2.0 GPR is required
of both junior and senior staffers. If they fall below this level,
they are dropped from the staff.
The President of CDA is in
charge of bookings and in the
past has used agencies in Charlotte, N. C; Greenville; and
an agency in New York. The
Secretary-Treasurer has to account to the Office of Student
Affairs for all money received
and expended.
The financial records of the
CDA are as Mrs. Albert of the
Student Affairs Office said,
"Watched more carefully than
any other organization." The'
Vice-President of the CDA is in
charge of production, that is,
seeing that the junior staff does
its job. There are five other
alternate positions in senior
staff that correspond with each

segment of presenting a dance.
The misconception that the
CDA senior staff divides among
themselves any excess money
at the end of the year can be
disproved by the financial records in the Student Affairs Office.
The records show that the
CDA has always strived to
leave the next senior staff an
amount somewhere near
$2500. This money is used for

the fifty per cent advance payment of CDA groups for Rat
Hops. The CDA makes a profit
first semester but second semester it loses this profit due
to poor attendance at the
dances.
One year the CDA's final balance was low so the senior staff
decided not to take their honorariums so the following year,
high caliber bands might be
obtained for Rat Hop.

Members of the Circle K Club
have recently placed two large
litter barrels in the Clemson
community.
The barrels were painted and
then placed on concrete stands.
One barrel was placed on the
Ki Wee Trail which runs between College Avenue near the
Winn Dixie Store and 123 ByPass where a Shell service station is located. The other barrel was placed by a nearby
lakeside boatramp. Maintenance provisions have been
made by the town of Clemson.
Clemson's Mayor John L.
LaGrone commented on the
project: "I am delighted that a
group like Circle K is taking interest in service toward the public. I hope that the citizens of
Clemson will appreciate and
take care of them."
The Clemson Circle K Club
is part of an international service organization similar to its
leadership and character building group which serves the campus and community, thus main-

taining an important tie with the
community and enhancing
campus-community relationship.
Other projects on the Circle
K agenda include plans to
sponsor a clean up Clemson
Campaign and establishing a
Key Club at Daniel High
School.
Anyone having any practical
ideas concerning campus or
community service projects
should contact Michael Flynn.

Woods arson
is a crime.
Report any
sign of it.
JsfiitL. J2Z?>. HELP PREVENT
^^■F'frSVFOREST FIRES (
tgflP ^*£ IN THE SOUTH

L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your <S) Store

AFROTC Cadet Of Month
Cadet Captain Charles D.
Ethredge, a Junior Economics
major from Charleston, has
been selected Air Force Advanced Cadet of the Month.
Cadet Ethredge is Commander of Delta Flight. As a sophomore, he was a member of the
best drilled squadron and during second semester of the same
year, he commanded the best
drilled squadron. He received
the Outstanding Aerospace
Studies Cadet Award the same
year.

squad, Sierra Flight, Cadet
Seawright has been repeatedly
commended by his superiors
for outstanding performance
on the drill field. When recommending Cadet Seawright, his
commander stated, "Although
working with a squad composed almost entirely of freshmen, he has still produced an
excellent squad which I consider to be the best in my squadron."

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
DOWNTOWN

CLEMSON

Cadet Ethredge is interested
in all phases of athletics and
actively participates in the intermural program.
A member of the AFROTC
Flight Training Program, Ethredge hopes to enter the C-5A
after graduating and to attend
Air Force pilot school.
The Basic ROTC Cadet of the
Month is Cadet Airman First
Class Bruce S. Seawright. Cadet Seawright is an economics
major from Greenville.
As squad leader of the second

Greenville Headquarters for
Cant

Villager
Cox-Moore
Corbin
John Meyer

Rush Wilson Ltd.
Greenville, S. C.

224 N. Main

Wresisr.

Mr.Wrangler?
W remember,
the "W" is silent.
If somebody tries to tell you
that all slacks are cut like Mr.
Wrangler, resist. Hold out for
no-flab trimness. And don't fall
for anything that doesn't have
Wranglok®, the wrinklefighter
finish. It means neatness forever,
I ironing never. These Hondo®
j slacks (the Saturday night jeans)
H of wide-wale corduroy in whiskey,
Jputty and charred green $7.00.
HOxford b.d. shirt in strong colors.
I $5.00. And everything wears betfter because there's KOD.EL* in it
|—a muscle blend of 50% Kodel
fpolyester/60% combed cotton.

Sailin'f. Liberty;
Sarlin's, Easier?
I Fedder's Fashions, Easier;
Fodder's Fashions, Liberty,
W. S. Moore, WalhaUa

New
RartrfSteveiime...
|t& a vtfhole new McK
in Shaving/

,-

ipok for the lime-green can

LIME, REGULAR

©1967. Colgate-Polmolive Compony. See "The Flying Ngn," Thursday evening!, 8-8:30 NYT, ABC-TV.
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Wallace To
Read From
His Writings

NSA In A Controversy...Again
WASHINGTON (CPS)-The
National Student Association,
which had its ties to the Central Intelligence Agency revealed last year, is in the midst
of another controversy with a
government agency, the Office
of Economic Opportunity.
A copyrighted article in the
Friday issue of South End, the
campus newspaper at Wayne
State University, quoted an
anonymous member of NSA's
National Supervisory Board
as saying that NSA cancelled
plans for a "dump Johnson"
movement and an anti-war
march in Washington, because

OEO threatened to cut offfunds
which it had granted to NSA.
Officials of both NSA and
OEO denied the story, as did the
girl the South End said it was
quoting.
NSA President Ed Schwartz
called the charges a "pack of
lies " and Jim Williams of OEO's
Office of Public Affairs issued
a "categorical denial'that OEO
pressured NSA.
According to the South End,
the anonymous NSB member
said that the board held a secret
meeting at which Schwartz said
that OEOhad threatened to take
away financial support of NSA

if it went through with the plans
for dump Johnson activity and
anti-war march.
The NSB then agreed, according to the story, and the
day before the march was scheduled it was cancelled. The
dump Johnson effort, known as
ACT '68, has since fizzled from
a national effort to campaigns
in a few states.
NSA has a $244,000 grant
from OEO to run its tutorial
projects (NSA's total budget is
about $800,000.) It also just
received a grant from VISTA
to run another program.
Both Schwartz and OEO say

%

Dixie Skydiver

Dixie Skydivers Compete In
S.C. State Championship

that the VISTA grant was held
up for several weeks because
OEO was concerned about the
political reaction of Congress,
which has been giving OEO's
budget a rough going over,
and also has a number of NSA
critics. But they say it had no
connection with the march and
dump Johnson movement.
OEO says it had a representative at NSA's Congress for a
few days, but that she put no
pressure on NSA.
Though the South End did
not name its source, a staff
member said she lived in New
York City. Schwartz says he
understands that it was Linda
Millspaugh, a New York NSB
delegate.
Miss Millspaugh told the
Michigan Daily Friday that no
one from Wayne State had contacted her. Wayne claims it was
a matter of "time, routine, and
tact to get her to give her name,"
according to the Daily.
Everyone else tells a story different from the South End's.
Schwartz says that there was
a meeting but that no decisions
were made. "We discussed the
possible implications of some
of the things we were doing,,
such as the resolution on black
power," he said, "but there was
no decision to be less radical
in order to avoid losing funds."
Paul Soglin, another NSB
member, reached in Wisconsin
Friday, said Schwartz was "telling the truth and that the NSB
did not decide to call off the
march because of financial
pressure. He said that the cancellation was announced at the
meeting, after there was discussion of NSA's financial
trouble and the fact that the
government was unhappy with
some of the resolutions passed
at the Congress.
The NSB minutes confirm
that the march decision was
made independently of NSA
officials.
Soglin says he is sure Sam
Brown, the defeated candidate
for NSA president and organizer of the march, would
not have lied about the reasons
for calling off the march, "but

I also imagine Ed was relieved
that it was called off."
Another NSB member, Ruth
Bowman of the University of
Michigan, did not attend the
meeting but said she was surprised to hear the story "because I know the person who
they say gave them their information and she never said
anything to me about it." She
said Soglin was unhappy with
the meeting being closed and
that his account was probably
correct.
Both Schwartz and Brown
say that it was Brown and the
people who were organizing
the march who decided to suggest that it be called off. Brown
did not attend the closed meeting and says that he first made
the suggestion to Schwartz.
Brown then went before a
Congress plenary the day before the march was scheduled
and said that there was heavy
rain forecast for the next day.
Lafayette Park where the march
was planned was knee deep in
mud, and he had been told that
buses to take the demonstrators
from the Congress in College
Park, Md., to Washington were
not available. The Congress
overwhelmingly agreed to call (Continued from page 9 )
it off.
Dear Editor:
Schwartz noted the rumors
In reporting a story, I've alwhich, according to Brown, ways been told that consistency
had been persistent, that NSA and reporting the facts was the
was cancelling the march be- main purpose. In regards to an
cause of OEO pressure. Eric article in last week's Tiger, I
Van Loon, a delegate from think that not only was conthe University of North Caro- sistency ignored, but the facts
lina at Chapel Hill, then asked completely misused as well as
if anyone knew about the misrepresented. I'm speaking
rumors and, according to in regards to an article and
Brown, no one answered.
accompanying picture concernAccording to the South End's ing Dorm 9 at midnight or
account, Jim Krumm, a dele- Howard Hilton.
gate from Wayne State, conFirst, I would like to thank the
fronted Schwartz with the Tiger for the fine article concharge and Schwartz denied it. cerning the athletic dorm. It
But the paper says Schwartz was most pleasing to see that
admitted OEO had "indicated someone was trying to help
its displeasure at the march but maintain and set the athlete's
that NSA would not sell itself image as a little bit better than
out to the U. S. government." animal, as most people think.
The South End also said that
However, in regards to the
the NSB members had been picture, that's an entirely difsworn to secrecy about the meet- ferent story. I think that most
ing at which the decision was people realized that it was a
made.
posed picture. That a* 10:00,

Mr. Robert Wallace, associate
professor of English at Western
Reserve University, will give a
reading from his poetry at 4 p.
m. October 25, in room 101
of the Physics building.
Mr. Wallace is a graduate of
Harvard (summa cum laude)
and Cambridge
Tniversity
(Honors). He has published
two volumes of poetry, Views
from a Ferris Wheel and Ungainly Things (fall 1967). His
poems have appeared in Poetry
and in all the leading magazines.
Wallace is currently giving a
series of readings at colleges
and universities in the South
and will go from Clemson to
Agnes Scott.
Several criticisms that Mr.
Wallace has received on his
book Views from a Ferris Wheel
are:
"a delightful and distinguished book..."

Robert Wallace

Letters

The last thing
Frank expected was
someone running
the stop sign.

some young photographer en"prosody precise and reters my room, asks for a card laxed; his images achieve clargame, one in which I would ity without sacrificing suggesthave to stop my studying to iveness..."
stage. So, very cheerfully my
"fine eye for description..."
studying companion and I went
into the halls soliciting not only
"Frostian voice transmuted
card players, but also cards into something beyond a folksy
with which to stage the card echo..."
game and accommodate the
"fine variety of verse and
photographer.
These are a few of the facts subjects".
that were somehow "left out,"
and I would very much like
Thurs.-Fri. & Sat. Matinee I
them clarified, because there
Oct. 12-M
are some very impressionable
ROBERT WAGNER
people on campus, including
JILL ST. JOHN
Tiger writers.
ANJANETTE COMER
I don't know whether to call
-init yellow journalism, a mistake or just what to njn on it,
n
but the facts about the picture
were eliminated from the article,
IN COLOR
and not only I, but my fellow
athletes in the incriminating picLate Show Fri. 8c Sat.
ture would very much appre10:30 P. M.
ciate it, if this letter were printSun. & Mon.
ed.
Oct. 13-14-15-16
Sincerely,
WARREN BEATTY
Henry P. "Pinky" Moore III
FAYE DUNAWAY
Class of '68

BANNING"

'Bonnie & Clyde'
IN COLOR
Tues. & Wed. - Oct. 17-18
TONY RUSSELL
LISA GASTONI
in

S-fcu.rJyin.J' Vifcv'er

"Wild,'Wild
Planet"
IN COLOR

Clemson University's Dixie
Skydivers were represented by
Tommy Newman, Terry
Smith, and Johnny Lanford
at the South Carolina State
Skydiving Championship held
at Sumter Oct. 7 and 8.
This meet was open only to
South Carolina residents and
was the first meet entered by the
Clemson jumpers since their
affiliation with the University
last semester.
Johnny Lanford, competing
in the novice class (under 80
jumps) and, averaging just
over 7 meters from the target

center, brought back third
place.
Tommy Newman placed
fourth overall in advanced accuracy. Newman, who has only
160 jumps, was beaten out by
jumpers with 900 or more
jumps. Newman also managed
the only "dead center "jump out
of 30 jumpers in the entire
meet, landing squarely on a 6inch diameter disk. His final
average was 3 meters from
the disk.
Woody McKay of Timmonsville, rated number ten across
the nation, took first place in
accuracy and style.

The Dixie Skydivers are now
making tentative plans to enter
the National Collegiate
Champions to be held in Telaquah, Okla., Oct. 26-29.

JAKE'S BARBER
SHOP
HOURS 8 - 6
STUDENTS WELCOME
Clemson
Shopping Center

Clemson Theatre

y/iSi,

The very last thing.

PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM
CORPORATION

Stop signs don't stop cars. Drivers stop cars. Make sure
you do and make sure he has. There's very little satisfaction
in being dead right when you're dead.
Wherever, whenever you drive . . .
drive defensively. Watch out for the
other guy. He may be the kind who'll
stop at nothing.

Exploration and Production Subsidiary
of Standard Oil (Indiana)

Pubiiinta to i»v»nvii in cooperation with The AdvertitingCouncil end the National Safety CouncU

wants to see YOU

Extra Large Rooms with Excellent Double Beds

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1967

TV - Wall to Wall Carpet
Air Conditioning — Telephones
Swimming Pool — Restaurant
Telephone (803) 882-2784

Seneca, S. C.

Blakeley's Sales & Service

MINI - BIKE

WHY
WE
CARRY

JpegSFgrJ

-Kir;Y-?\

There's more than fabric superiority in Gant. In addition, "needled-into the warp and woof of every Gant
shirt" — there's flair-fit show — three vital innerents that make all the difference when a man wears
a Gant.
We chose Gant because they take shirt making seriously. They're hard to please (like we are) when it
comes to fit of collar, its roll, its profile—how much
it shows above the suit collar. They're fastidious
about the way the body of the shirt drapes and folds.
All must integrate to achieve that viable ingredient
which gives comfort and aplomb. In substance, Gant
shirts are keyed to the discerning tastes of well
groomed men who appreciate quality. These men are
our customers.

(For pleasure or travel
between classes)

$149.95 - $229.95
3141 N. PLEASAN1BUR© DRIVE
Greenville, S. C.
Phone: 239-4848

College Ave.

Phone 654-4196

O^&hoKe. Rig
"Jiitiz Ann"

ENGINEERS - Seniors and
graduate students majoring in ChE, CE, EE, and ME.

GEOPHYSICISTS—Junior, senior, and graduate students majoring in Physics, EE,
Geology (with some Math), or Math (with
some Geology).

SIGN up for a personal
interview at the Placement
Office, Second Floor, Student Center.

PAN AM—A dynamic growth company
with an eye to the future and the young
people who will shape it.

Clemson, S. C.
an equal opportunity employer
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The Prosecution Rests
By JOHN E. ENSLEN
Chief-Prosecuting Attorney of High Court

Mr. and Mrs. McNeighl (left to right) with defense attorney Tim Rogers.

A controversial matter of no
little importance is at present
raging our campus. It is somewhat out of the ordinary that a
High Court official would issue
such a statement as the one
which follows, however, I feel
the student body of Clemson
University should be allowed
to know upon what the prosecution based its case concerning
the recent accusations against
Mrs. Catherine Wallenberg McNeight. Let it be known that I
am not expressing a personal
opinion on this subject. I have
spent many long hours in
studying the circumstances

which surround this incident,
and I have yet to form within
my own mind a complete conviction, and further soul searching would be necessary for me
to do so. I am endeavoring to
present a purely legal stand as
the prosecution sees it. The following remarks within quotations are taken directly from
my prosecution summary as
well as I can recollect it. Some
parts have been omitted due to
its length:
"First of all, Mrs. McNeight
has admitted in her statement
that she did wear slacks in the
canteen before 7:00 p.m., that

she did wear slacks to class,
and that she did wear skirts,
leaving to the court the interpretations of excessively and short.
These facts are quite obvious,
and I will waste no more of the
court's time reiterating upon
them. There is without doubt a
violation against Student Regulations. However, we must all
realize that there is an issue
here more important and more
profound than a breech of the
student regulations as they are
written. On trial here tonight is
possibly the constitutionality of
this law and perhaps the authority of the administration to

Letters To Editors

Anti-Mini, Pro-Mini, Tiger Gets Mini Letters
Dear Editor:
With the aid of The Tiger
staff, Students for a Free University and a multitude of Clemson coeds directing letters to
the editor what should have
been a clear cut case of a violation of a student regulation,
i.e., the improper dress of Mrs.
C. W. McNeight, has evolved
into a question of "fundamental rights", as stated by a S.
F.U. circular making the
rounds Monday.
Whether the regulation is a
fair and just one that should
remain on the books is one
question, and a very debatable
one at that. However, whether
Mrs. McNeight has had her
fundamental rights violated is
another question entirely.
Mrs. McNeight is a student
at Clemson University voluntarily. By becoming part of this
organization she agreed to
abide by the rules and regulations of the organization, thereby forfeiting any rights she may
have had that are in conflict
with these rules and regulations. If she doesn't like the regulation, she can get out, or
abide with it, fighting for its
reform.
The University may make as
many rules and regulations as
it pleases, but should guard
against unnecessary and detrimental ones. So this case involves not fundamental right,
but the desirability of a certain rule.
Harry B. Burchstead, Jr.
Class of'67 (Dec.)

Apathy U.
Dear Editor:
Last week APATHY U. (alias
Clemson), arose from its lethargy to heave a gasp! The
cause: one coed in a mini! But
rest assured darlings, the administration will take care of
this rude intrusion into your
sleep! Why we will just have to
put the poor misguided little
dear on social probation...and
maybe more...but wait! Curses,
foiled again!!! She's MAR-

Book Review

RIED!! Oh dear! what can we
do? Our little bible (Women's
Regulations) has failed us in
our time of need! Quick, quick,
lets rewrite it so we can do
something about this affront
to morality, the flag and motherhood!
"SCORE ONE
FOR OUR SIDE, THE ADMINISTRATION IS POWERLESS! (Whoops! Short of suspension!)
Seriously, the problem does
not revolve around married
student's rights so much as the
right of any woman to wear
what she pleases, within civil
law. Ridiculous dress regulations are but another phase of
the imbecillic doctrine of "in
loco parentis," the bedrock of
all the faults of university regulations. It is too bad thatboth
apathy and the cold weather
(blue knees) seem to forestall a
coed mini revolt! By the way,
my wife is also a coed, and has
on occasion been guilty of the
heineous crime of following a
pleasant National fashion, but
no gripes as yet! Why Cathy
McNeight? Could it be that the
Professors (male) are not the
real culprit? Oh yes, dear administration, do remember to
persecute the New Christy Mir>
strels for having their girls in
mini the other evening!
W. B. Malthouse

home games, while Clemson
plays only four. Is the Tech student body so much better that
they have to be treated to two
extra home games? If Tech
played Clemson in Death
Valley then each team would
play five home games.
If you look at the schedule
of Tech you will find that Clemson is the only school not playing them on a home and home
basis. In other words, we are
the only team to be subjected
year after year to the so called
"Grant Field Jinx".
Could it be that Frank Howard had rather get more money
by playing in Atlanta and losing, than winning at Clemson?
If this is the case, we should
find a new coach that would
rather win than get rich.
I challenge the Clemson University Athletic Department to
demand that Georgia Tech play
us on a home and home basis,
and if they refuse, drop them
from our schedule and publicize the fact that they were afraid
of the "Death Valley Spirit".
Tommy McClendon
Class of '69

to the reserved seats? Oh how
surprised the freshmen's dates
will be when they find that the,
only seats they will sit on will
be their own!
And how many rats sat in the
Wake Forest stands in our
initial game of the 1967 season? Speaking for many Clemson students, we would like to
extend our thanks for the
ample supply of tickets to the
South Carolina game to be
played in Columbia.

Most of the stories are set in
the low country of South Carolina and in Columbia. The setting is among the poor, uneducated people of this state. Mr.
Fox describes the towns and
houses of these people and adds
realism by using real places
such as Doug Broome's restaurant in Columbia.
The characters range from
moonshiners to baseball players, from jazz musicians to
good-time girls, and from backcountry politicians to professional gamblers. There is
Leroy Jeffcoat who is the hero
of the Columbia Green WaveSouth Carolina State Pen baseball game. Leroy is a great
player till the game starts, then
he can't decide whether to "be
Joe Dimaggio or Ted Williams.
Leroy, however, is always
ready. He is in uniform 7 days
a week, 365 days a year.
Another good character is
Eugene Herman Talmadge.
Eugene is a politician who tells
the voters that they have three
friends in the world, Sears Roebuck Company, God Almighty,
and Eugene Herman Talmadge of Sugar Hill, Ga.
Mr. Fox's style adds to the
humor of the stories. His sen-

This attitude is based on a
false understanding of economics and social change. Often it
is economically impractical or
even impossible to attend a
school whose philosophy is
atune to the students' educational concepts and goals. In
a state so devoid of variety in
its educational institutions, the
basic economic problem of attending college is accentuated
by the necessity of going out of
state, an impossibility for some
students.

cistic callousness to our nation's best interests.
It is not our intention to simply tear down a tradition of reactionary thinking which has
characterized this university all
too often in the past, but to raise
in its place the standard of
the university with its best
medieval definition, motivated
as we are by our love of Clemson and our understanding of
her destiny.
Recognizing the unthinking
and untenable dogma of Clemson's "go-elsewhere" faction as
illogical, impracticable, and
undesirable would be a brave
first step in calling Clemson
University to her greater destiny.
Evron Laitala
Class of '69
James Henderson
Class of '67

in destroying any and all disruptive influences which would
hinder the educational process.
Would not Mrs. McNeight's
dress be considered a disruptive
influence within the classroom?
It's a question of what is in the
best interest ofthestudentbody,
and I feel that the administration and student government as
the eyes and ears of this institution is quite capable of deciding that which is beneficial
to the existence of this university, and that which is not.
I would like to bring out several points in Mrs. McNeight's
statement. She says that she
must wear slacks while riding
the motorcycle to school because of the cold mornings.
Wouldn't a thick pair of hose
serve the same purpose? Or
could she not change her clothes
before going to class as she does
for her dining hall work? Mrs.
McNeight states also, 'the very
construction of a motorcycle
dictates that one straddle the
seat for safety's sake, and this
can't be done discreetly while
wearing a skirt' It appears
to the prosecution that she only
worries about her discreetness
while on a motorcycle, not while
in an extremely short miniskirt. This is inconsistent.
If she must have coffee and
doughnuts, they can be purchased from various other establishments besides the canteen. If Mrs. McNeight must
work with messy materials
while studying her architecture,
then for a small nominal fee,
she can purchase a lab apron
which would easily cover her
dress and eliminate her problem. 'Vogue', 'Harper's Bazaar,' 'Time,' 'Life,' I'm sure
all advertise mini-skirts along
with whiskey and shotguns, but
this doesn't necessarily make it
an acceptable item to use on our
campus.
A serious question is raised
here tonight, and the validity of
Clemson's entire judicial system rests on it. The prosecution
as much as anyone desires that
the rights of individuals be protected, and wishes for Clemson
University to progress in social
areas as well as academic; however, we must determine what is
to be considered true progress
in reality. If we are to move
forward, then the correct way
would be through legislative
channels which would formulate the laws to envelop the desired system, not by declaring
the rules and regulations which
we now have invalid.
I appeal to the court to decide on the only verdict which
will benefit the students of Clemson University and Clemson
University itself. Prosecution
rests."

We are sure, however, that the
school will benefit by the sale
of additional reserved seats at
the Alabama game for the profit
of the athletic department and at
the expense of the freshman stuToday a basic misunderdent.
standing of the idea of social
We have already paid for change and its method of
seats — they cannot be sold achievement adds to the probthe pattern of life previously
again. We deserve to sit on lem. This view is derived from
and explicitly set forth before enour side—together. We pay the the Racio-Political attitudes of
trance, then the choice of an insame as" anyone else to the USC many of the states' citizenry.
stitution more suitable to the
game and certainly enjoy it as
ideals and desires of said inmuch as anyone else. We asIt may be seen in the oft redividual would be of more benestudents deserve good seats. peated statement, "They ain't Dear Editor:
fit to all concerned. When one
got no right to come down here
signs his application to attend
As I watched the Fighting
The student government can and stir up trouble." The truth
a university, he is simultanTigers make a shambles of the
do something about this and of the matter is that many of the
eously agreeing to follow the
Wake Forest Deacons and narso can the Office of Student students are from "down here",
conduct of behavior deemed
rowly miss defeating the BullAffairs—when they have time and not only have the right,
satisfactory by that university.
dogs from the playschool of the
left over from measuring the but the obligation to stir up
South, I couldn't help notice
lengths of girls' dresses.
To Mrs. McNeight, I'm sure
those around them.
those large end zones the Tigers
Robert Clarkson
that her plea seems valid and
so ably crossed five times.
Class of '70
legitimate. It is Americanism
We have heard the admin- There, imprinted on the grass
Dear Editor:
Pete Carnes
istration,
as
it stumbled was that little-known and seem- that advocates the right of a
One of the main purposes of
Class of'71
through the same problem of ingly meaningless word IP- person to do as he pleases,
the Rat Season is to build unity
but the restraining point is
"outside"
agitators, make TAY.
and spirit in a special Clemreached when that person's acbasically
unenlightened
stateWhy
is
it
there?
Some
people
Dear Editor:
son cheering section, the rat
tions hinders the rights of his
ments
to
the
effect
that
any
stuknow that IPTAY stands for
Last Saturday afternoon, section.
fellow man. Some one said that
dent with a beard (or uncon- the Alumni Association, but
Clemson became a victim of the
However this purpose has
the sole purpose of Clemson
ventional beliefs) belongs with why use IPTAY in Death Val"Grant Field Jinx" again. This been destroyed by the athletic
University is to provide the enthe crowd at Berkeley. Al- ley instead of CLEMSON or
seems to be a pattern the Clem- department's lack of considrolled student with the opporthough
the
statement
undoubtTIGERS?
son Tigers have followed for a eration and gross greediness.
tunity of obtaining an educaedly bolstered the ego of the
number of years. The Clemson
The spirit of the freshman Dear Editor:
The word (?) IPTAY is very tion. If this is true, then the
South
Carolina
student
in
quesIn
my
four
years
at
Clemson,
squad always outplays and class at football games suruninspiring and visitors reacUniversity would be interested
I have never been more tion, we must doubt the basic tions are usually, "Who is it?"
outclasses the Georgia Tech passes that of any other group.
squad, but we always lose to For six weeks, freshmen spent thoroughly disappointed with veracity of such a statement "What is it?" "I thought we were
and question the mentality of
the "jinx".
their dining hours on their feet' the Clemson student body than
playing Clemson."
this past Saturday at the Clem- anyone who would subscribe to
practicing
cheers
to
encourage
It's true the alumni associaTwo, much better teams than
such an asinine theory.
son-University
of
Georgia
footthe team.
tion supports the University
Georgia Tech, the University of
ball game. For four years I
By
using
the
Conform-or-Gofinancially, but must it be pubGeorgia and the University of
have heard of "The Clemson
The Crucible, a drama by Arthur Miller, will be
All students pay an "activities Gentleman" and all he is sup- Elsewhere Philosophy, Clem- licized so boldly as to be plasAlabama, play us on a home
presented
by the Clemson Players Oct. 18-21 in
son
is
rejecting
its
potential
of
and
maintenance
fee"
of
$136
tered all over Death Valley? I'm
and home basis, so why should
posed to stand for.
becoming a great university. not against IPTAY, but I feel
the Food Industries Auditorium. Curtain time will
the Atlanta trade school re- for seats to football games and
I have witnessed his actions
In refusing to allow the beliefs it is out of place in Death Valother events. What happened to both on campus and elsewhere
ceive a special privilege?
be 8 p.m.
the freshmen's money? Are the over the State, but never was I of dissenting factions of South ley and should be replaced with
This play is a portrayal of the horrors that
During the 1968 footbaU sea- "general admission" tickets on more completely disgusted with Carolinians to be heard on either CLEMSON or TIGERS
Clemson's campus and ignor- (in orange, maybe?). These betfollowed a whole town's being swept into hysteria
son Georgia Tech plays six the turf of Death Valley equal him than last Saturday right
ing our own state's liberals, ter express what the university ; by a superstitious belief in witchcraft.
here on our own campus.
we make the university a haven is, who goes there, and what
The case in point arose durAdmission will be $1.50 for adults and $.75
for the unenlightened conform- just tore our opponents up on
ing the halftime ceremonies and
;for
children. Clemson students will be admitted
ists of other states. This breeds the playing field.
occurred when our supposed
ideas of, at best, a perversion
:
free
with
ID cards.
Larry
Thoma
"Clemson Gentlemen" got inof past ideals, at worst, a fasClass of '69
volved in an incident in the
stands. These "Gentlemen" at
least had the decency to wait
until the Georgia band had
finished their half-time activities
to start their incident. It was
not until the Clemson Tiger
Band started its activities that
By RANDAL ASHLEY
these "Gentlemen" started their
News Writer
antics. It wasn't enough for it
to occur once, but five times
"Ji '••<•[, CM »..!/ (Ml
this occurred during our perSOUTHERN FRIED
The night Oral Roberts' Tent formance, and not once, but,
WILLIAM PRICE FOX
Cavert K. McCorkle
Show broke up, all eight of five times did the whole student'
Chairman of High Court
"May find you standing up to cheer, because
Doug's three-basket Fry-O- body rise together and strain to
Mr. Foi is that kind of storyteller."
and in turn recognizing the
Laters were full and going, the see who was being arrested.
On Monday night, October
of the Clemson University Stu- within the university communi- need for some degree of obbig grill was packed solid with
If ever there was anything 9, 1967, the High Court of
ty.
dent Body Constitution, it is the
servance and adherence to the
hamburgers and every broiler more disheartening to Tiger
Although the defendant was
Clemson University heard the
rules and regulations of the
had four steaks with the fat Band than to work long hours following case involving viola- opinion of the High Court that expressing her free will when the
University, the High Court of
hissing and flashing. The ten for some five weeks to produce tion of paragraphs 1, 3e, and when an individual registers as rules were violated, it seems
Clemson
University detercurb boys were screaming at a fine half-time show and have 3j of the article pertaining to a student at Clemson Univer- that it is necessary that she
mined the following: due to the
the window and slamming on the whole student body rise as if dress under Section V (entitled sity, he is also, in effect, register- abide by the rules set forth,
the order bell, the four wait- in protest and ruin it for those Women Student Regulations) of ing his agreement to abide by although they might not be lack of sufficient evidence, the
resses up front were pounding around them, I cannot remem- the Clemson University Student and respect the rules and regu- to her liking. This is especial- court found the defendant not
guilty of violating paragraph 1
on the partition glass and Doug ber it.
Regulations. The defendant, a lations that have been set forth ly so since these rules and regof the article pertaining to dress
was chewing his cigar and
These actions are a disgrace married student, had been by and for the students of the ulations were formulated by
under Section V of the Student
shouting..."Get it out, get it out. to our university. If the student
University. Although the indi- students of the University and
Regulations; she had been
Come on, Preach, get it out...." body cannot appreciate the
vidual may not approve of not by the administration. If
hard efforts of their own felthese regulations, it is necessary the defendant had had the initia- charged with wearing excessively short dresses. However,
COLEYMOKE
low students, then how can they
that he observe them. Just be- tive she could have voiced her
"She said, 'Coley Moke, you begin to appreciate the values of
cause one does not approve of opinion through her repre- the Court found the defendant
are the sorriest man on God's knowledge and wisdom they
such regulations, violating sentative on the Women's Stu- guilty and in violation of paragreen earth. Here it is almost supposedly learn here at the
them will in no way remove dent Association instead of di- graph 3e of the same article;
winter, we got no money, we University? By your actions
them.
rectly violating the rules and she had been charged with
got no food, and you just lay Saturday, you have given our
regulations with which this case wearing slacks to class without'
To provide for some degree
there and stare up at that leaky student body a reputation simihas been concerned. Addition- specific request from the proof order in a community, esroof. And what's more, you've lar to that of Berkeley.
ally, it is also felt that an in- fessor. The Court also found
pecially as close as relationIf you, fellow students, want
gone out and taken our last
dividual should have sufficient the defendant guilty and in vioships are within a university,
fences are short and precise. hog and traded it for another this, then why don't each of
pride and dignity to attire one- lation of paragraph 3j of the
the Court feels that there must
Most of the stories are nar- dog.' "
same article;
she had been
you personally ask each stuself apropos to the occasion.
be standards, rules, and regcharged with wearing slacks to
rated by someone with a jun"Then I said, 'Emma Louise, dent organization to disband?
Therefore, the court has inulations established by the
the canteen before 7 p.m.
ior high school education, with . if I told you once I told you If we can't have the support of
people concerned. While it is felt terpreted and has supported
liberal use of colloquial express- a hundred times, I traded that our fellow students, to whom
these
regulations
with
which
As a result of these findings,
that conformity with the achog and I got me a dog for can we turn?
ions that add color.
the High Court recommended
cepted standards and regula- we are concerned, with the feelJohn Miller
the plain and simple reason
a reprimand by the proper unitions of the University is neces- ing that an individual, whether
Commander, Tiger Band
that I can't go running no fox
married or unmarried, when versity official. This reprimand
sary,
the
Court
in
no
way
Mr. Fox seems to be equally with no hog....' "
is to remain on her record frjp
means to dictate that con- registered as a student at Clemcomfortable describing moonformity is the only way. Ob- son University, is affected by the remainder ofthe 1967-1961
shining, poker games, or polit- WILMA
viously that would be taking the rules and regulations set school year. However, itshoulii?
Wilma had two walks. One
ical speeches. He exhibits a
away from the purpose of a uni- forth by the student body. The be stressed that approval of any
for walking and one for walkwide knowledge of subjects,
Court recognizes that all of the court recommendation is necesversity
and would essentially be
whether it is knife fighting, pit ing by the drugstore. Wilma Dear Editor:
sary by the Vice President of
student rules can not possibly
robbing
the
character
of
indiA dangerous trend of thought charged with wearing extremewould smile, shorten her stride
fighting, or love making.
apply to married students; let Student Affairs before a case
vidual
decision
and
stifling
inand tighten her shoulders back. is developing within the uni- ly short skirts, wearing slacks
common sense be your guide. can be considered closed.
dividual initiative. However,
..."Oh, Wilma, you look so versity community. This to class not at the request of
the Court does interpret that Nevertheless, the Court feels
Though the book is hum- good." Doc would crack every thought process can only be the professor, and wearing
It has been brought to the
that certain rules and regulaalthough the established rules
orous, Fox expresses a genuine knuckle on each hand and shift described as uncultured, asi- slacks in the canteen before
court's
immediate attention
and regulations may tend to tions can and do affect mar- that the defendant plans to apconcern for his characters. The back and forth like the ground nine, and anti-intellectual. It 7:00 p.m.
ried students of Clemson Uniforce
the
individual
into
conAfter hearing the case, the
humor is warm and down to was too hot to let him stand in is perpetuated by our adminpeal her case by using the propformity and may be adverse versity when they concern perti- er procedures of appeal esearth, often poking fun at the' one place...Church Moore whis- istration (frequently falling vic- High Court decided, interprenent
situations.
to his own free will, it is necesfollies of men. The book gives pered loudly, "Look at it, will tim to the same criticisms), ted, and recommended the foltablished by the University StuRecognizing the defendant's
sary to impose such restrictions
a good picture of the easy-go- you? I say, look at it...It's like abetted by the military estab- lowing:
dent Judicial System.
desire
for
individual
expression
for the good of the majority
Sighting Article I, Section 2
ing life in the South
two bobcats in acrokersack..." lishment, and reinforced by

What Is IPTAY?

Ticket Shortage

Grant Field Jinx

Clemson
Gentlemen?

Enslen

Crucible

Southern Fried: A Book
About South Carolina
Southern Fried is a situation
comedy in book form. The
author, William Price Fox of
Columbia.has created characters that are too funny to be real,
but he makes the reader believe them. The book is composed of eighteen different
stories that are "tall tales, short
stories, and just plain lies." The
Fawcett paperback edition has
a number of illustrations by
Jack Davis, a MAD artist.

trivia like the Rat System. This
attitude is typified by the statement, "If you don't like it here
go elsewhere."

enforce it.
In order to understand the
situation, we must form within
our minds the concept of an
institution. The purpose of an
institution, whether academic,
religious, political, or otherwise, is to direct and influence
the lives of those who enter into
its doors in accordance with
said institution's objectives and
purposes which are set forth
and explained by its charter,
constitution, code of regulations, and traditions. Clemson University would certainly
fall short of its goals as an
institution if its sole purpose
were to pack one's mind with
facts and data. An education
includes far more than obtaining factual knowledge. The
morals and ideals of the institution should be established
within the student in the duration of his college career. If one
is not willing to abide by and
obey a reasonable facsimile of

Chairman Of High Court
Explains NcNeight Decision

-JOKH R. HUtCHfNS. The H.T Henlt TlfOwie

Sofiniw

Go Elsewhere

McCorkle
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Campus News

"Y" Elects Council Members
YMCA ELECTIONS
Elections for the upperclass
and Freshman Councils of the
YMCA were conducted on Monday, Oct. 1. Elected to the Upperclass Council were: president, Tommy Bishop; vicepresident, Ken Stepp; treasurer,
Danny Hunt; chaplain, George
Bowden; reporter, Ray Wates.
The Freshman Council consists of: president, Hugh Crawford; vice-president, Brianna
Dorn; secretary, Donna Williams; chaplain, Terry Black;
reporter, Dianne McAlhaney.
SAME MEETING
There will be a meeting of the
Society of American Military
Engineers on Thursday, Oct.
19, at 8 p.m. in Room 209
of Godfrey Hall (Education
Building). The program will
be on reservoir master planning, and the speakers will be
Mr. W. C. Oliver, who is in
charge of the Hartwell Reservoir master development plan,
and Mr. John LeRoy, Hartwell

Reservoir manager.
PEP RALLY
An informal discussion will
There will be a pep rally on
follow the program, and coffee Friday, Oct. 13, on the Quad to
will be served. All interested see the team off to the Auburn
students and faculty members game. All students are urged to
are invited to attend.
attend.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
Mr. J. M. Wharton, Civil Service Representative for S. C,
will be in the Student Center
on Oct. 17 from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. to discuss federal employment opportunities. No appointment is necessary.
Students are reminded that
the next Federal Service Entrance Examination (FSEE)
application deadline is Oct. 18.

-

FOUND
A floor mat was found after
a car wash recently conducted
by the Clemson Circle K Club.
The owner of the mat is asked
to contact Michael Flynn at
654-2243.

ASCE MEETING
The American Society of Civil
Engineers will meet in the CE
Auditorium on Tuesday, Oct.
17, at 7 p.m. Mr. Dwight Ross
of Bethlehem Steel Corporation
will present a program on " InROTC FILMS
troduction to Cable Roof StrucMonday, Oct. 16, at 7 p.m.
tures. "
at the YMCA two films, "Our
Heritage" and "Old Glory", will
be shown by the Clemson Air
Force ROTC Department.

WS6F Program Notes
WSBF-FM 88.1 Me.

PAPER DRIVE
The Clemson freshman class
will begin a paper drive on
Monday, Oct. 16, and papers
will be collected from dormitory
rooms every Monday and
Thursday. The purpose of this
drive is to raise money for a
freshman class project.

WSBF-CCAM 600 Ke.

"The Beit In Music—24 Hours a Day, EVERY Day"
Monday thru Friday—
Midnite to 7:00 AM- -"East of Midnight" (taped)
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM- -'"Timekeeper"
9:00 AM to 12:45 PM- "Spectrum" (taped)
12:45 PM to 1:00 PM- "Master Control News"
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM- "Super Score Survey"
5:00 PM to 8:00 PM- "Downbeat"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM- "Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM- "Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite - -"Stardust"
Saturday—
Midnite to 7:00 AM—"Spectrum" (taped)
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM—"Timekeeper"
—"Spectrum" (taped)
9:00 AM to Noon
Noon
to 12:15 PM-^-"Master Control News"
12:15 PM to 9:00 PM—"Super Score Survey"
9:00 PM to Midnite —"Offbeat"
Sunday—
Midnite to 12:30 PM—"Spectrum" (taped)
12:30 PM to 1:00 PM—"Lifeguides"
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM—"Concert in High Fidelity"
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM—"Sunday Cavalcade"
7:00 PM to 8:00 PM—"Sound of the 20th Century"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM—"Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM—"Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite —"Stardust"
NEWS—National and World News on the hour, State and
Local News on the half-hour
SPORTS
Weekdays—7:45 & 8:45 AM, 12:55, 8:10 & 11:05 PM
Saturdays—7:45 & 8:45 AM, 12:10 PM, Midnite
Sundays—8:15 & 11:05 PM
All home and away basketball and football games covered
WSBF-FM—"South Carolina's 24-Hour FM Station"

RADIO CLUB
The Amateur Radio Club will
meet on Monday, Oct. 16, at
7 p.m. in the basement of the
MS Building.
Plans for the Homecoming
display will be discussed. Radio
amateurs and anyone else who
is interested is invited to attend.
DUKE TICKETS
Tickets to the Clemson-Duke
game will be on sale at the
Field House from Monday, Oct.
16, through Thursday, Oct. 19.
NEWMAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
The Newman Student Association will hold the third in its
series of marriage talks on Oct.
18 at 7 p.m. The talk, held at
Newman Hall, the Catholic student center, will feature the topic
"A Doctor Looks At Marriage." All interested students
are invited to attend.
WESTMINSTER
FELLOWSHIP
The Westminster Fellowship
will hold a group discussion
Sunday at 7 p.m. at the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church on "A
Christian Committment to Improve Race Relations."
All students, faculty, and
other interested persons are invited.

Coed On Rifle Team

Annie Oakley At Clemson?
By GAIL JEFFCOAT
Staff Writer
Pennsylvania State Rifle
Championship, beating three
all boy rifle teams for the title.
To be able to compete on the
rifle team, Torri is required to
take M. S. 201, American Military History. When asked to
comment on the course, Torri
had this to say, "Well it's different anyway, but not really
very interesting, I've never had
a course quite like it. The first
day I went to class the whole
situation was rather hysterical.
One boy even asked if I was sure
I was in the right class. I do

"Weird, like what have I got
myself into this time? I was nervous, especially when they gave
me the orange Clemson sweat
suit to wear." Thic is how Torri
Rissetto described her feelings
at her first rifle meeting.
Torri, a first semester freshman from Prospect Park, Penn.
is at present the only girl on the
Clemson Rifle Team. During
her last year in high school,
Torri was the captain of her all
girl rifle team. Also while she
was captain, her team won the

thinkfhatsome oftheboyswere
shocked when Ifirst showed up,
but they all have been very nice
tome."
There are two things that
Torri does not like about being
on the rifle team, one involves
her having to wear her orange
sweat suit when she goes to rifle
practice, and the other is that
there are no dressing facilities
for girls. The latter poses a
problem, and when she is
getting ready for practice, there
has to be a guard posted at the
door.

WSBF FOOTBALL CONTEST - WEEK OF OCTOBER 21
Win Four Free Albums
Pick Score:

Clemson

Duke

Circle Winners:
Askansas

vs.

Texas

Ga. Tech

vs.

Auburn

Purdue
Montana

vs.
vs.

Oregon St.
Idaho St.

All entries must be received by midnight, October 20
WSBF

Box 2156, Clemson

ONE ENTRY PER PERSON

. SITE ASSIGNMENT: constitutes a fire hazard must
Groups whose display requires not be done in the dorms. Care
electric power will be given should be taken to do a minipriority on locations to which mum of damage to the display
power can be run. Department location (digging in grassy
organizations will be given areas, etc.).
All construction must be compriority on locations at or near
their department's building. plete and the displays ready for
Within these two priority judging by 7 a.m. on the morngroups and in the remaining ing of Homecoming.
group, sites will be assigned
JUDGES AND AWARDS:
on a first come, first served There will be three judges—two
basis with each organization from the University faculty and
representative being allowed stall and one Clemson alumto choose any location he wish- nus. These judges will be selectes from those remaining.
ed by the Student Government
The cost of installation and committee responsible for the
removal of power lines to the contest and approval by the
display locations will be di- Dean of Student Affairs—their
vided among those organiza- decision will be final. Judging
tions who request it. Any group will be set by the committee
whose display requires power and the Dean of Student Afmust request it at the time that fairs depending on the numthey choose their site—every ber of displays in each group
, group that requests power will and the amount of prize money
be obligated to pay for it available.
whether they use it or not. Any
Items and materials needed
group that can provide its own for future use be removed not
power (i.e. running as ex- later than Monday following
tension cord from a building) Homecoming.
is free to do so provided it has
DISQUALIFICATION: Any
full approval of the person in
charge of the building (general- group that violates any of these
rules or any University regulaly the department head).
DISPLAY CONSTRUC- tion in connection with their disTION: Any construction that play will be disqualified.

Panel Discusses Christian
Commitment In Vietnam
By MARION THOMPSON
Staff Writer
The members of Westminster
Fellowship concluded in a
round-table discussion Sunday
night that there is a "Christian
committment in Vietnam." I
Donald Lindsey stated that
"communism represents a force
of anti-religion, and that Christians should fight to contain
communism because of this."
The fact that the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church in the U. S. supports
the American committment in
Vietnam was brought out by
Dudley Raynal. Raynal also
stated, however, that "some reports indicate that only a minority of the South Vietnamese
people want the aid of the
United States."
The group agreed that it
would be wrong for the United
States to oppose the majority
and support the minority of the
people, but that it was very difficult to tell what the majority
wanted. The recent elections

held in Vietnam were pointed
out as an indication that the
South Vietnamese people still
favor the help of the United
States.
Eulie Seel concluded that
"Christians have a committment everywhere, and that includes Vietnam. Even as a soldier, a Christian still has a
Christian responsibility to his
fellow man."

Drive Defensively.

The University Shop
Announces the Addition of

Men's Wear Department

ALPACAS
Beautiful, Three Season
Slacks in Glenn Plaid,
Stripe, Tattersall Styles,
Compare at $12-$17

ONLY

Two ply, heavy
construction 100%
Alpaca Cardigans.
Beautifully made
to fit like a
Sweater should
Ten colors.
ONLY

$6.95

BANL0N SHIRTS
COOL, SMART COMFORT WEAR
ALL NYLON, IN 12 GREAT COLORS
Long Sleeve
$5.95
Short Sleeve
$4.95

*12

95

Compare to $16

CLEARANCE SALE ON
ALL LADIES WEAR
20-25% Off
unmix uAciPiw OLD SALEM

FLEXNIT GIRDLES
CATALINA KNITS

COUNTRY SET MEEN PENNIN6T0N
MISS PAT OF CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA GIRL

MISTY HARBOR
KAYSER LINGERIE
PERMA LIFT BRAS

